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From 1979 through 1984 the economic bases of rural
Oregon counties have undergone structural change. Nonwage
income, especially transfer payments, has played an
important role in these changes. Demographic changes in
rural counties have contributed to the growth in unearned
income.
The economic structure of rural Oregon counties was
estimated by applying indirect export analysis techniques
to secondary data. The results of the structural analysis
provided the data for the econometric analysis.
A conceptual model of regional growth was developed
that incorporated community characteristics such as the
size of the market (population) and market distance.

(location and commuting activity) from central place
theory. This conceptual model was made operational through
several econometric models which regressed basic income
and community characteristics on residentiary incomes.
Data limitations prevented extensive testing of the
econometric models. Some bias, which affected the values
of the residentiary sectors, was perceived in the
estimation of exports.
Two methodological improvements were attained.
Firstly, the economic base of each county was estimated
with sectoral groupings and data disaggregation that were
better suited to the analytical techniques than is
commonly applied. Secondly, a regional growth model was
develped that combined basic income arguments with
regional location and population arguments.
The growth of expenditures by transfer payments
recipients, both as a type of basic income expenditure and
as a representative of retiree consumption, helped to
account for the growth of residentiary income in rural
counties during the early 1980's. Due to the steady growth
of transfer payments, the growth of the retiree population
and the decline in export earnings, policy makers should
specifically consider the changing number of retirees when
formulating regional development strategies.
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The Economic Impact of Nonearnings Exports on
Residentiary Sectors for Rural Oregon Counties, 1979-1984

Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem
Since the 1979 peak of the last national business
cycle, Oregon's economy has undergone structural changes.
The national and international demand for Oregon's
products has been partly responsible. Lumber and wood
products from the southeastern portion of the United
States and from Canada have competed successfully with
similar Oregon products (Schallau and Maki, 1986). The
electronics industry, which grew rapidly in the 1970's,
ceased to grow in the earlier 1980's. Farm revenues
fluctuated widely, and fish and other food processing
declined in Oregon in the early 1980's (Employment
Division, State of Oregon, 1979-85)

(Figure 1). Much of

the fluctuation of the food and fiber producing sectors is

due to national and international events such as increased
international agricultural competition, inelastic domestic
demand for food products, poor fishing harvests in the
early 1980"s, the strong U.S. dollar and fluctuating
international demand for U.S. food products (Council of
Economic Advisors, 1983, 1984 and 1986). Economic change
has occurred across the state in different amounts and in
different industries.
Demographic change has accompanied the economic
change. Oregon's population is "graying": the proportion
of the population 65 and older is increasing. This is due
both to the in-migration of older persons and to the outmigration of younger persons, leaving the retired segment
to "age in place." Between 1980 and 1985, Oregon
experienced net in-migration of 7400 persons aged 65 or
older. During the same period, there was a net outmigration of 64800 persons less than 65 years of age
(Schafer, 1986). The aging of Oregon's population has
important ramifications for the structure of the state's
economy.
This thesis is concerned with investigating the
impact that export incomes have had on rural county
residentiary incomes, in the early 1980's. Analysis has
been conducted to examine the impacts that different
sources of export income have on rural county residentiary
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incomes. The expenditures by resident recipients of
unearned export incomes on residentiary goods and services
constituted the largest local source of expenditure. Since
these individuals were largely retirees, the importance of
age-specific consumer behavior in the context of demanddriven regional growth was developed in this thesis.
Recent Changes in Oregon Industries
As of 1980, 24 of Oregon's 36 counties were heavily
dependent on the timber industry for income and employment
(Weeks, 1985). From 1979 through 1982, 25,000 jobs were
lost in the lumber and wood products industry, and real
income in this industry fell by 32 percent (State of
Oregon, Joint Legislative Committee for Trade and Economic
Development, 1986). The decline of the timber industry in
the early 1980's in Oregon accompanied other industry
decline statewide.
The natural resource dependent industries, which
dominate Oregon's economy, experienced income losses
across the state. The nonmetropolitan regions suffered the
most severe decline in the first half of the 1980's. Table
1 provides a look at the changes in natural resource
industry income in six substate regions comprised of the
counties of Oregon. These industries are the four largest
of the natural resource-related sectors, in descending
order, by substate region. The tourist-impacted industry,
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titled "Eating and Drinking Places," also experienced
losses during this time period.
In addition to the decline observed in the natural
resource based industries, other manufacturing also
suffered declines. Employment in the electronics industry,
after growing by 85 percent from 1975 to 1980, declined
steadily through 1983. Employment in the transportation
and machinery manufacturing sectors also dropped in the
early 1980's (State of Oregon, Joint Legislative Committee
for Trade and Economic Development, 1986). The losses in
jobs in other manufacturing occurred primarily in the
metropolitan counties and the counties immediately
adjacent to them (State of Oregon, Employment Division,
Department of Human Resources, 1978-83).
As opposed to the extractive and manufacturing
industries, the service and retail sectors gained over
20,000 jobs between 1982 and 1984. However, these jobs
offer lower wages than do positions in manufacturing, in
the state of Oregon (State of Oregon, Joint Legislative
Committee for Trade and Economic Development, 198 6).

Demographic Changes in Oregon
The age composition of population of Oregon has
changed dramatically in the past two decades. The percent
of persons aged 65 and older increased from 10.38 to 13.00
percent of the total state population between 1960 and
1985. In 1985, persons aged 65 and older made up 12
percent of the total U.S. population (Center for
Population Research and Census, 1986). Siegel and Davidson
(1984) have forecasted that this proportion of retired
persons may reach 20 percent by 2025 for the United
States. This aging of the population has important
implications for Oregon's county economies.
The needs and consumer behavior of retirees are
different from other age groups. Health care and
transportation needs are concerns of the retiree who is
immobile or in frail health. The amount of leisure time
available to retirees is larger than for working
individuals. This may result in larger entertainment,
travel or social expenditures for the affluent and mobile
retirees. Finally, the affluent and mobile retirees have
been observed to migrate to counties endowed with natural
resource amenities.
The composition of the population varies among Oregon
counties. Over 17 percent of the population in coastal
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counties, such as Tillamook, Curry and Lincoln, are aged
65 or above. Willamette Valley counties, such as Clackamas
and Washington have less than 10 percent of the total
population aged 65 or above (Smith, Willis and Weber,
1986). This phenomenon has important linkages with both
the sources of income that drive a county economy and the
type of policy needed to enhance local economic
development.
Changes in the Components of Personal Income
In the 1970's and early 1980's the relative magnitude
of the components of personal income changed. The percent
of total income associated with nonearnings grew while
that of earnings shrank. Table 2 illustrates the growth of
nonearnings and the decline of earnings over the 20 year
period. These changes have not occurred uniformly across
the state. Earnings for 1982 range from a high of 74
percent of total income in Morrow County to a low of 4 5
percent in Curry County. Similarly, in 1982 Josephine
County exhibited a high of 27 percent of total income for
transfer payments, while Washington County only had 11
percent of total income derived from transfers (Smith,
Willis, and Weber, 1986). This non-uniform growth of the
importance of nonearnings in Oregon may lead to major
economic changes in local economies.
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It is not a matter of coincidence that Curry County
has both a large percent of its population 65 or above and
a large proportion of its residents' personal income
derived from transfer payments relative to the rest of the
state. As of 1982, 75 percent of all transfer payments
nationwide came from retirement sources. Federal, state
and local government retirement pensions as well as
railroad retirement, social security pensions and medicare
payments constitute the retiree portion of transfer
payments (Smith, Willis, and Weber, 1986). This source of
income is largely, if not entirely, nonlocal payments to
residents. It may be that in counties with large
retirement populations, such as Curry, a significant part
of the expenditures made on locally produced goods and
services originates from transfer payments.
Other unearned incomes received by residents, in
addition to retiree-related transfer payments, may also
constitute significant proportions of local expenditures.
Other transfer payments, such as public assistance and
unemployment compensation, help to offset the decreasing
amount, or absence, of income associated with work during
economic downturns. Investment income, in the form of
dividends, interest and rent, is another source of
unearned income. During the 1980's in Oregon, investment
income has been as large a component of personal income as
total transfer payments (U.S. Department of Commerce,
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Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1986). Although neither of
these two sources of unearned income are specifically agedependent, both play roles in determining the composition
of income received by retirees. Furthermore, both
investment income and other transfer payments received by
residents help to account for the size of local
expenditures.
Industry Location in Oregon
The location of different economic activities in
Oregon is based on resource endowment, infrastructure
development and market development. The counties with the
largest service and retail sectors tend both to be more
populous and to have better developed transportation
systems than those with small service and retail sectors.
Alternatively, timber harvesting and processing is located
in the counties with large state, private or national
forest timber tracts. The same statement is true for
farming and the location of agricultural lands. It also
happens that the counties that are largely forested or
that are located on the coast tend to have a larger
percent of population comprised of retirees than other
counties. The counties with proportionately large retiree
populations are rural, are dominated by natural resource
dependent industries and generally afford scenic or
recreational amenities.
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Unearned incomes associated with retirees or others
seeking recreational and scenic amenities as well as
earned incomes are important to rural economies. The size
of expenditures in the residentiary sectors depends on the
propensity to spend locally by the recipients of the
various sources of income. This local spending behavior
depends on how much leakage occurs from the region in the
form of competition from other markets and the location of
those other markets.
Problem Statement
The relative shares of personal income and the
composition of the population has changed nationwide in
the last decade. The economic implications of those
changes are explored in this thesis, in the context of
county economies. Oregon, in the last 10 years, has
depended on income derived from exports of timber,
agricultural and electronics products. The different
degree of counties * dependencies on interregional trade is
documented here. This is particularly important for the
last economic downturn, 1979-1982. The impacts of
different sources of exogenously-determined income on
sectors producing for local consumption have been
estimated for the last economic downturn with county level
data. The degree to which the location of a county is
correlated with the size of its local market has been
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examined here. Incorporating spatial considerations, such
as the degree of isolation and commuting patterns, as well
as population size into an economic base analysis should
contribute to regional economic research and regional
economic development policy. The growth of a regional
economy is hypothesized, here, to be dependent on the
region's industry mix, the sources of income, the age
composition of the regional population, the size of the
population, and the location of the region.
Base Estimation for Oregon Counties. 1979-1984
The initial objective was to estimate the economic
base of Oregon's counties. An economic base study was
conducted in order to identify the production for export
and for local consumption. The 36 counties of Oregon
served as the study area. The time period analyzed was
1979, 1982 and 1984. All of the industries coded under the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) and the major
components of personal income for each county were
examined. The industries were rearranged into natural
resource and general manufacturing sectors as well as
various finance, retail, service and government sectors.
Income data was summarized from the four-digit SIC level
to a more aggregate level depending on the export analysis
technique implemented. Income data was utilized in order
to incorporate nonearnings into the study. Economic base
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techniques that utilize published data, such as the
location quotient and the minimum requirements methods,
were employed.
Derivation of Basic Impact Coefficients and
Econometric Modelincr
The second objective was to estimate the impact that
the exogenously driven sectors have on the sectors that
produce mainly for local consumption. The first set of
hypotheses was concerned with the impact coefficients for
the earned income sectors in addition to those for the
unearned income sectors. The second set of hypotheses
related to the roles of county population and geographic
isolation in determining the size of the residentiary
sectors. The third hypothesis was that the income
associated with workers who commute was significantly
correlated with the size of the residentiary sectors. The
fourth hypothesis was that transfer payment and investment
income impact coefficients would be larger than those for
the earned income sectors. Lastly, it was hypothesized
that different residentiary sectors would have different
impact coefficients for the given basic industries. All of
these hypotheses were tested on rural counties.
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Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into six chapters. The
conceptual basis of the thesis is found in chapter two.
Chapter two deals with economic base concepts, concepts
drawn from central place theory and the economic base
multiplier. This chapter concludes with a presentation of
the conceptual model of regional growth. A description of
the methodology is found in chapters three and four.
Chapter three explains base analysis in terms of the data
and the techniques used in this thesis. Chapter four
describes the econometric model used to make the arguments
concerning regional growth operational. It includes
discussion of the variables and the development of the
functional form of the econometric model. Chapter five is
a presentation of the results of the estimation process
and the results of the hypothesis testing. The final
chapter draws conclusions concerning the implications of
this study for regional growth analysis and for regional
economic development.

Figure 1.
Traditional Earned Exports for Oregon Rural Counties by
Year
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Table 1.
Changes in Income in Natural Resource and in
Tourist-Oriented Sectors across Substate Regions, 1979
through 1985, in 1982 Dollars.
SUBSTATE
REGIONS

MAJOR
SECTORS

REAL PERCENT CHANGE
IN INCOME

COAST

LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
PAPER AND PULP PRODUCTS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
FISH PROCESSING

-46%
+ 2%
-14%
-57%

CENTRAL

LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
FORESTRY
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

-17'
- 4?
-11?
+ 10'

EASTERN

LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PROCESSING
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY

-38%
+ 16%
+ 7%
+ 3%

EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
PAPER AND PULP PRODUCTS
BAKERY PRODUCTS

■ 2?
-30'
■ 8?
■13?

SOUTHWEST LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
FORESTRY
PAPER AND PULP PRODUCTS

■17?
■11'
■ 8?
-25?

METRO

VALLEY

LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PROCESSING
PAPER AND PULP PRODUCTS

COAST; COOS, COLUMBIA, CLATSOP, LINCOLN, TILLAMOOK AND
CURRY.
CENTRAL; JEFFERSON,KLAMATH,CROOK,WASCO,SHERMAN,LAKE,
HOOD RIVER AND DESCHUTES.
EASTERN; MORROW, UMATILLA, WALLOWA, UNION, GILLIAM,
WHEELER, GRANT, HARNEY, BAKER AND MALHEUR.
METRO; MULTNOMAH, WASHINGTON, AND CLACKAMAS.
SOUTHWEST; JACKSON, JOSEPHINE, AND DOUGLAS.
VALLEY: MARION, YAMHILL, POLK, LANE, LINN, AND BENTON.

-32%
- 6%
-22%

+ 2%
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Table 2.
Relative Shares of Personal Income for Oregon by the Major
Source
1962-1982 (Percent of Total)
INCOME SOURCE

1962

1972

1982

NET EARNINGS
INVESTMENTS
TRANSFERS

77.7
13.2
9.0

74.9
13.2
11.9

63.2
2 0.2
16.7
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Chapter Two
CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATION OF REGIONAL GROWTH ANALYSIS

The conceptual model used in this thesis is derived
from both the central place and the economic base
literature. This marriage of concepts addresses some
criticism of the limitations of the economic base regional
growth model. It also serves to bring some community
characteristics into the model, such as location and
population, which are often omitted. This dovetailing of
theories is the foundation for developing a regional
growth model.
The conceptual basis for the regional growth model is
divided into three sections. The subsections of the
initial section are as follows: an explanation of economic
base concepts; criticism of those concepts; and an
extension of economic base concepts. The next section
gives a summary of central place theory and a summary
explaining the implications of joining economic base
concepts and central place theory. The organization of
these two sections precedes the presentation of the base
multiplier. At the conclusion of the base multiplier
discussion, the conceptual model for regional growth based
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both on central place and on economic base concepts is
presented.
Economic Base Concepts
Economic base theory has grown out of the concepts
found in macroeconomics, particularly those associated
with the derivation of the Keynesian income multiplier
(Richardson, 1985). It is an approach that seeks to
identify economic growth in terms of changes of exogenous
demand. This type of structural analysis differs from both
location theory and neoclassical growth theory. In short,
spatial attributes and factors of production do not enter
into the economic base analysis (Isard, 1960; Greenhut,
1966; Hoover, 1971; Wheat, 1973; Hunker, 1974; Moriarity,
1980 and Smith, 1981).
Economic base analysis emphasizes the open nature of
an economy. The regional economy, often treated as a
miniature nation, is the subject of the analysis. The
similarities between a national economy and a regional one
are slight, at best. The only real similarity is the
existence of import and export sectors in each economy.
This international or, in the case of the region,
interregional flow of goods and services is the subject of
economic base analysis.
The regional base model takes the form
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N
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where Y^ is total employment or income,
N^ is nonbasic employment or income,
B^ is basic employment or income and
i denotes the region.
A more instructive functional form is
Ni = FCBi)
where the nonbasic employment or income are derived from
the level of basic sector activity.
Regional growth arises from linkages that connect a
region with nonlocal markets. The growth of a region is
assumed to be linked with the growth of its export
sectors, or economic base. The rate of growth of a region
is linked to changes in extraregional demand by the
economic base. The concept of a region, itself, is founded
on a common export base (North, 1955). Both the
distribution of population and the character of the work
force depend on the regional economic base. Changes in a
region•s economy are the result of extraregional changes
that affect export sectors.
Exports are the sole autonomous source of expenditure
in base analysis. All other expenditures exist as a
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function of the base (Richardson, 1969). The service
sector and other tertiary activities are derived from the
basic sectors (Matilla and Thompson, 1968). This framework
presupposes a hierarchy of economic activity that drives
the regional economy.
The economic base consists of three parts
(Richardson, 1979). Traditionally, extractive activities,
and directly related manufacturing industries, have been
designated as basic. The primary industries are considered
to be the direct export sectors. Indirect export sectors
have interindustry links with the direct exporters. For
example, Tiebout (1962) has described the tuna packing
industry of San Diego, California as direct exporters. The
local suppliers of cans for packing produce more cans as
the demand for canned tuna increases. Thus, the can
manufacturers are indirect exporters or "quasi exporters,"
(Isserman, 1980) . Induced exports arise due to the growth
of nonbasic sectors, induced by the growth of the basic
sectors. Problems are associated with identifying the type
of export sectors in the continuum of economic activity.
Several assumptions underlie the base-driven
framework of regional growth. The assumptions have as much
to do with the implementation of analytical techniques as
with the construction of the theoretical model. The
assumptions pertain to the process of distinguishing, by
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indirect bifurcation techniques, between basic and
nonbasic activity. Chapter three provides the assumptions
of specific techniques used for the base analysis. The
assumptions are made in order to isolate trade as the
generator of regional economic development (Richardson,
1979).
In the demand-driven model of regional growth, the
"world" is split into the "region" and the "rest of the
world." Exogenous change originating from the "rest of the
world" is not distinguished in any spatial sense. Rather,
the impact of such change is measured by the performance
of export sectors and the latter's impact on residentiary
sectors.
A second assumption is that regional economies differ
according to their mix of industries.

The primary reason

for regional growth is the performance of the export
sectors in comparison with those of other regions.
Differences in productivity for a given sector and a
given region as well as prices for a given product in the
same region are assumed to be nonexistent. In the dynamic
base model, a change in the level of export activity for a
given region does not lead to a change in prices. An
extension of the above assumption is that excess capacity
and unemployed resources exist in order for exports to
grow with increased demand, without a change in prices. In
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the absence of capacity constraints, demand, in effect,
creates its own supply (Richardson, 1979).
The uniformity of tastes and preferences is also
assumed for the entire region (Bendavid, 1974 and
Richardson, 1979). Consumers distinguish between different
kinds of products but not between the regional sources, or
particular producers, of a given product. This assumption
is true only for implementation of the conceptual model by
indirect techniques, such as the location quotient and
minimum requirements approaches, explained in chapter
three.
A fourth assumption implicit in the base model is
that the location of the region is of no consequence to
its growth. Transportation costs for inputs or final
products are not included in the base model of regional
growth. Hence the economic base model essentially neglects
market distance or market location.
The primary difficulty associated with economic base
concepts is that, while they may provide a useful way to
analyze the structure of a region, their theoretical
foundations are narrow for understanding regional growth
(Richardson, 1985). Supply side considerations are ignored
and any spatial characteristics of a region are neglected.
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Since the implementation of base theory with indirect
techniques does not include arguments concerning space, no
account is taken of distance from markets. By neglecting
the attribute of space, variable transportation costs and
infrastructure considerations for air, water, rail and
road travel are not included in the analysis. Any
comparative advantage based on location is not considered.
Interareal comparisons are difficult to make since many
important attributes of an economy are neglected
(Richardson, 1973; and Bendavid, 1974).
Factors affecting the cost and location of the
production process are left out of the implementation of
this demand-driven growth theory. The use of indirect
techniques to estimate the base makes no provisions for
capacity constraints. Regional resource endowment as well
as input availability is not examined in this framework.
No mention is made of economies of scale. Labor quality
and input ratios for different firms within a given
industry are essentially ignored (Tiebout, 1956 and
Bendavid, 1974) . Regional growth, in this approach, is
measured in terms of exogenous phenomena at the
macroeconomic level; moreover, the indirect base
estimation assumes away most endogenous or microeconomic
considerations. This is not to say that these arguments
are made in other regional models; rather, endogenous
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growth factors simply do not enter into the implementation
of the base model of regional growth.
The assumption of equal prices and productivity
across regions is difficult to substantiate. The
implication that the marginal propensity to consume
locally is the same for all regions is unrealistic
(Bendavid, 1974). Changes in the capital stock would lead
to changes in both productivity and price; moreover, fast
growing regions tend to import capital (Richardson, 197 3).
Yet, for base analysis to take place, with techniques
utilizing published data, these assumptions must be made
(Fleeter and Mayer, 1975) .
Residentiary activity is merely adaptive, in base
theory. Yet, factor costs are a function of residentiary
activity and are important to the determination of the
location of economic activity (Tiebout, 1956 and 1962).
Base theory ignores supply-side considerations in
stipulating that regional growth is export-led. Richardson
(1979) states that although trade is important, it is not
the only, and perhaps not even the most important, engine
of growth. A more realistic view may be that local
activity and export sectors are simultaneously determined
or are at least interdependent. A comprehensive theory of
growth should not ignore the supply-oriented linkages that
are essential for production to take place (Isard, 1960).
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As regions grow, autonomous growth of the local
market has been observed (Isard, 1960; Matilla and
Thompson, 1968; Richardson, 1973 and Farness, 1987). This
directly conflicts with the base theory assertion that
local growth depends only on export activity. As a region
grows, growth in the residentiary sectors and import
substitution, follows (Isard, 1960 and Richardson, 1979).
Regional growth is probably exogenously determined only
for small or medium sized regions (Tiebout, 1962).
In addition to ignoring endogenously initiated
growth, base theory makes no provision for unique social
and demographic characteristics of a region. Important
differences between regions such as product brand
preference unique to a region as well as any variation of
consumer behavior by age, sex, cultural origin or ethnic
group may exist (Bendavid, 1974 and Isserman, 1980).
Qualities of a region such as household size or the skill
of the work force do not enter into the analysis
(Bendavid, 1974). Institutional arrangements and migration
patterns are also neglected in this regional growth
approach (Andrews, 1960) . The legal and regulatory
framework in which production may be either promoted or
constrained is avoided. Hence, the unique character of a
region, as determined by the type of inhabitants that
reside there, does not enter into the analysis.
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Although base theory has serious limitations as a
comprehensive theory of regional growth, it is useful in
selected situations. The base model is useful for
discerning regional dependencies on changes in
extraregional demand. The base model emphasizes the
openness of the region. Base analysis is most useful when
applied to small regions that depend almost entirely on
trade with other regions. It is useful where primary data
is scarce or difficult to acquire (Tiebout, 1962).
Economic base analysis is mathematically simple to apply
and can be used to identify economic structure and
specialization. Finally, it is an inexpensive technique
and is adaptable to a variety of published data.
Definitional difficulties arise when analysis is to
be conducted in an economic base framework. Several
obstacles such as the definition of the study area, the
time period and the unit measuring export activity are
covered more completely in Chapter three. Some suggested
solutions to the definitional problems follow the
presentation of those problems.
Data limitations are often encountered when regional
export studies are conducted. Regional product accounts
providing information concerning industry productivity and
the final destination for products, such as those that are
kept for the nation, are unavailable. Often, for smaller
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regions, sector-specific data cannot be obtained due to
disclosure laws (Bendavid, 1974). Some activities, though
known to exist, are largely unquantified. For example,
some regional income sources that are not measured in
detail, or at all, are associated with self-employment,
private pensions, proprietors and black market accounts
(Farness, 1987). The regional data base available for
analytical purposes often lacks certain activities. The
activities for which data are unavailable are often
assumed to occur in the same proportion as covered
employment and payroll. If, however, black market
activities account for a disproportionate percent of
exports relative to reported activities, then a bias is
introduced into base estimation techniques by using only
published data.
Once the data set is obtained and its limitations
understood, it must be interpreted. Data sets are often
combined from several different sources, such as different
government agencies. Care must be taken to verify the time
period and collection technique if different sets of data
are used.
Hoyt and Andrews (19 60) point out that certain
nonresident sources of local expenditure such as tourists,
students, commuters or seasonal workers, though
acknowledged, have not been measured per se. Rather, these
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groups1 impacts on a local economy are identified as
hypothetical export components of local production. In
short, student expenditures are inferred from changes in
certain service or retail sectors.
Detecting the presence of the local spending of
unearned incomes by retirees is as difficult as the
inferences the analyst must draw concerning student
expenditures. An overlap potentially exists between the
expenditures of tourists and those of retirees, or other
persons dependent on unearned incomes, on recreation,
retail and consumer services. An upward bias, due to the
presence of a large transfer payment and investment
income, may exist in the export component of these largely
residentiary sectors (Farness, 1987).
In addition to difficulties with unmeasured, or
improperly measured, parts of the base, multi-product
firms are difficult to categorize. If they are large
enterprises, they may improperly skew a region's export
dependency toward a particular industry, when improperly
categorized. This is also a problem when the data
categorization scheme changes between years for published
data sources.
Finally, nonwage income includes several sources
which are often ignored in base analysis. One category
includes public income sources such as intergovernmental
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transfers for retirees as well as low income or nonworking
individuals and families. A second category including
investment, proprietary or pensioner income is also often
omitted in base analysis. When indirect base analysis
techniques are used, such income is assumed to be
distributed in the same proportion as covered payrolls or
jobs. If their actual distributions are unique to each
region, then these omissions are potentially significant
components of an area's economic base.
A short list of sources is presented, that expands
the pool of possible exports and identifies a more
comprehensive base model.
Public transfers are government funded pensions,
health care or income maintenance payments. These payments
are extraregional sources of income for a region's
residents. Tweeten (1974) makes the case as do others
(Hoyt and Andrews, 1960; Bolton, 1966; Richardson, 1973)
that public transfer payments should be considered as part
of the export base.
Similar arguments have been made for dividends,
interest and rent income but they are less defensible. The
difficulty with defining the export component of
investment income, as with proprietary income, is that
little is known about the origin of such income. There
appears to be no clear method for ascertaining the basic
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portion of investment income. Since nationally it is as
large a component of personal income as transfers, it
simply cannot be abandoned (Bolton, 1966; Richardson, 1973
and McNulty, 1977).
Finally, as with injections to a regional economy,
some account must be taken of the leakages. The distance
to large shopping centers in other regions, the size of a
region's own retail and service sectors, and in-commuting
contribute to leakages of income received in a region. The
next section draws on selected concepts found in central
place theory. The conceptual considerations of the hybrid
regional growth model, joining base and central place
concepts, are discussed.
Supplementing the Export-Driven Basis of Regional Growth
Since an analytical paradigm relying solely on
exports as a source of regional growth is so limited, the
concepts of both population and market distance are needed
to develop a more complete model of residentiary sector
growth. In this section, aspects of market competition and
endogenous growth factors are incorporated into an export
framework, leading to a revised set of assumptions
concerning space and consumer behavior.
Economic base theory, as typically implemented,
ignores all but the size and mix of the export sectors as
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well as the dependence of the entire regional economy on
those sectors. Some additional arguments concerning the
importance of size and of the location of a region in
comparison to other regions may provide a more complete
explanation of regional growth.
This section briefly describes lower and higher
ordered goods and services or the demand for and supply of
speciality goods in a spatial context. A more complete
exposition of this theory of commercial location and
regional settlement is found in Berry and Pred, 1961;
Marshall, 1969; Beavon, 1977; King, 1984.
Central place theory is based on the work of
Christaller (1933) and Losch (1940). They assumed a rural
plain of homogeneous productivity, an evenly dispersed
population on this plain, an essentially extractive-based
economy on the plain and rational economic behavior among
the population. A central city is born in a central place
that is internally equidistant from the boundary of the
plain. This central place serves to provide the
opportunities for trade and commerce that, by virtue of
its central location, the other households or places on
the plain can not supply as effectively. The central place
grows as the demand for both a greater volume and a
variety of goods and services grows. This demand arises
both from the plain's inhabitants as well as from the
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inhabitants of other areas, in competition with other
central places.
The key assertion of this theory of settlement and
growth is that demand is a function of the distance from
the market and the type of good demanded. Demand is met by
the least cost and the closest opportunity for the
consumer. Often a city adjacent to less populous areas,
such as a metropolitan city and the adjacent counties,
provides low cost shopping opportunities for a variety of
goods and services.
The theory presents a functional explanation for
understanding the interaction of different areas based on
population, location and both the quantity and the variety
of services and goods available. The central place is a
city that offers a number of business activities to the
less populous areas nearby. Central places form a
hierarchy in which residents of less populated areas find
goods and services available in the larger areas, that are
unavailable in their rural place of residence. The flow of
consumers from the local markets to places with a wider
range of goods determines the central place. The
definition of central place formally is dependent on its
market range and its market threshold.
The range and the threshold are determined by
location and quantity demanded. The market threshold
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determines how much must be sold of a given product. It is
the minimum amount of demand needed to ensure the
profitability of the sale of goods or services.
The range depends on the location of the consumer
demand. The range is comprised of both an upper limit and
a lower one for a given good. The lower limit is the
minimum amount of consumption of the good found in the
central place needed to pay for the production of that
good. The upper limit is the farthest distance that
individuals are willing to travel to a central place in
order to procure a given good. The places low in the
hierarchy of central places have smaller ranges. This is
due to larger central places having agglomeration
economies and providing multiple purpose shopping
opportunities, and thereby offering a lower price. Again
the places low in the hierarchy tend to offer goods with
lower upper limits since insufficient demand exists for
goods with higher upper limits in that place.
The definition of a central place, as based on the
size of its range and its market threshold, is an
idealized one. The upper limit of the range will vary due
to the existence of other central places offering the same
good. It will also vary due to the existence of multiple
shopping opportunities in the given region as well as in
other regions. The availability of multiple purpose
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shopping trips, and a wider range of goods and services,
tends to favor the "...more distant and usually larger
center....'1 (Ruston, p. 171, 1971).
Tradeoffs exist for the consumers as to the places
they will patronize. These tradeoffs are based on the
opportunities for multiple purpose shopping, on the
distance of the central place as compared to those
offering the same goods and on the cost of the goods and
services demanded. This is a realistic, but complex
addition to base theory for the purpose of explaining
regional size and growth.
Central place theory helps explain the
disproportionately smaller rural residentiary economy as
well as the disproportionately larger residentiary sector
of the more populous region. It provides a means for
understanding leakages from a local economy based on its
proximity to more populous counties. It also addresses the
local demand for goods having either a high lower limit in
the range of the central place or a high market threshold.
Several practical uses of central place theory will be
supplied in the following descriptions.
Commuter flows can mean captured income for regions
where commuters reside. It can equally mean income flight
to the regions in which commuters work. Published data,
such as that supplied by the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
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often present earned income by place of work. Individuals
who commute to their place of employment may spend their
income in a place other than that in which they earn it.
This is an example of leakages resulting from the region
in which the income is earned. However, commuters may be
more likely to travel out of the area in which they reside
in order to shop, a case in which leakages occur from the
region in which the wage earner resides (Boehm and Pond,
1976; Shahidsaless, Gillis and Shaffer, 1983; Johnson,
1985).
The ability of a region to retain the income spent by
its residents is a function of both size of the central
places (as an indicator of market development) and
location of those central places and competing central
places out of the region (isolation from, or proximity to,
markets). Farness (1987) argues that a hierarchy of goods
exists in which the more developed markets are more
inclined to offer the specialty or higher ordered goods.
An example might be art galleries offering higher ordered
goods than auto parts stores. The ability of a region to
retain the expenditures of its residents might be based on
the local market's ability to meet the demand for higher,
as well as lower, ordered goods. The attribute of
possessing a spectrum of goods, including the higher
ordered ones, is generally taken to be a function of
market size. One source of regional income leakage may be
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the limited shopping opportunities afforded by a small
town market place.
Market location is an important consideration when
competition exists for consumer expenditures. Shoppers may
be willing to travel to a larger market based on both the
previously mentioned consideration and the distance to
that market. Large markets that are centrally located may
attract shoppers from other markets. The distance that a
small rural market lies from a large metropolitan market
may indicate leakages from the rural region and exports
captured by the large city. However, for goods found in
small as well as large cities isolation or long distances
may deter the consumer from shopping at the more densely
populated region.
Export-led regional growth models should be expanded
to include distance and population considerations drawn
from central place theory. The key assertion of base
theory is that exports are the primary determinant of
regional growth. Regions compete for export markets in
order to promote the growth of the base as well as the
growth of residentiary sectors. The capture of service,
retail or financial exports by one region translates into
residentiary leakages for another. Several factors tend to
interact in the competition for export growth.
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Reilly's law of retail gravitation is an appropriate
introduction for this discussion:
The share of the local market captured by a
given community is a function of population in
that community relative to surrounding
communities and the distance which must be
travelled to reach the surrounding centers
(W.J.Reilly as quoted by Gillis, p.41, 1985).
Regions with relatively large populations enjoy
agglomeration economies. This clustering phenomenon,
occurring for whatever reasons, provides greater shopping
opportunities in the retail, service and finance sectors.
The markets not only are larger in absolute terms but
provide a greater variety of goods and services. Hence,
the ease with which the shopper can satisfy his needs in a
dense commercial district is a decision factor for the
consumer.
The agglomeration economy is a microeconomic
consideration that is not utilized as an argument in
export-led regional growth theory. Here the argument is
introduced not only as a source of export growth, as a
marketing advantage for the urban economy, but as a loss
or leakage from the rural economy due to export
competition. The small, limited-variety market does not
compete favorably with the metropolitan shopping mall.
Export income accruing to the region containing the small
market may be spent in the region where a large market is
located. This loss of expended export income reduces the
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induced export gains that could be potentially realized as
employment and/or wages in the small region. For most
regions increases in local population and increased demand
from nonresidents lead to increases in retail and service
sales (Johnson, 1985; Gillis, 1985; Bender, 1987).
The disparity between large and small region
residentiary sectors, in terms of agglomeration economies,
is even greater when consumers prefer multiple shopping
opportunities. Distance to alternative markets helps
account for the growth of largely residentiary sectors
(Boehm and Pond, 1976; Johnson, 1985; Gillis, 1985). Only
the long distance to a major shopping center favors the
small local shopping sector. The potential shopper chooses
between the opportunity cost of travel time to the large
market and the lower level of satisfaction due to fewer
choices or lack of available items in the small region
market. If, for example, the shopper is an export wage
earner, the outcome of this choice determines whether the
smaller region retains export income or loses it, to be
captured by the larger one as an export. Base theory, as
typically implemented, assumes away the competitive aspect
of market development due to market location. It assumes
away price differentials due to distance and ignores
opportunity cost due to travel.
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No references are made in base theory to goods and
services that are available in one region but unavailable
in another. Consumer tastes and preferences may be uniform
in the aggregate, but a certain proportion of individuals
may demand goods that are locally unavailable. This is
particularly the case for the higher ordered goods, or, in
terms of central place precepts, for those which have
ranges with higher lower limits. Hence, distance is a
factor for goods that are in demand but in an amount
insufficient to produce a local outlet. This is to say,
the market threshold is too high for a given good to be
offered in the small region.
A case has been made for expanding the export-led
theory of regional growth to include arguments concerning
place and population. Central place theory has been used
as the formal body of thought from which concepts
concerning space and market size have been drawn. For the
sake of a better regional growth theory, the two bodies of
thought should be joined. Export growth is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for regional growth.
The economic base theory assumption of a demanddriven regional economy remains intact. The assumptions
concerning endogenous growth as derived from exogenous
stimuli also remains. Consumer demand is not to be taken
as a function of price, due to uniform prices and
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productivity for a given region. The addition to this
latter assumption is that, although consumers do not
exhibit brand preference, they do have preferences for a
variety of goods and services, both higher and lower
ordered ones. The implication is that certain market sizes
may not be able to meet the local demand for higher
ordered goods and services.
Location should be added to the export-led regional
growth theory. The demand for specialty goods as well as
multiple purpose shopping opportunities may be met only in
more populous and/or more distant markets. The extent to
which persons travel out of the region of their residence
to shop is a determinant of income leakages from the
region of residence and export gain for the region in
which the shopping occurs. The degree of isolation of a
small market is an argument for the retention of resident
expenditures. The shopper spends locally since he is
unwillingly to travel long distances to shop.
Thus far, this chapter has provided a conceptual
framework from which to view regional size and growth. The
important concepts from economic base literature have been
reviewed and critiqued. Concepts drawn from central place
theory have been used to supplement base theory, in order
to give greater breadth to the conceptual basis of
regional size and growth.
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The next section discusses the importance of, and
means for, disaggregating the impacts of selected basic
sectors on nonbasic sectors. This disaggregation of
sectors provides greater specificity to the conceptual
model. It implies that the magnitude of the impacts that
basic income has on nonbasic income varies between export
sectors.
The Economic Base Multiplier
The concept of the base multiplier has been derived
from both the Keynesian income multiplier and the exportled theory of regional growth. Once the base has been
calculated, the ratio between the basic and nonbasic
components of the region can be estimated. From this
ratio, the marginal propensity to spend locally can be
measured (Richardson, 1985). Econometric techniques have
been used to decompose the gross regional base multiplier
into several sector-specific multipliers (Weiss and
Gooding, 1968 and Braschler, 1972). The regional growth
model reaches a finer degree of specificity with the
decomposition of the aggregate multiplier. Groups of basic
sectors can be distinguished from the entire base and
their respective impacts on nonbasic sectors can be
estimated.
Following the discussion of the differential
multiplier, the conceptual model is presented. It is
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constructed out of arguments drawn from economic base
theory and the following discussion concerning
disaggregated base multipliers. The concepts of regional
population and regional location as developed in the
discussion concerning central place theory are
incorporated in the conceptual model.
A brief discussion of base multipliers is provided;
however, a comprehensive treatment of base multipliers may
be found in Richardson (1985) and Farness (1987). The
regional base multiplier is used to estimate the total
losses or gains experienced from changes in the export
base. Its magnitude is determined by the marginal
propensity to spend locally out of income derived from
basic sectors. Hildebrand and Mace (1950) provide an early
example of the combination of base concepts with the
Keynesian multiplier. The aggregate base multiplier
represents the effects of direct, indirect and induced
impacts on residentiary sectors.
Several assumptions are required to identify the
functional form of the base multiplier (Richardson, 1985).
First, total income (Y) consists of a basic (B) and a
nonbasic component (N), Y = B + N. Second, nonbasic income
is a function of the marginal propensity to spend locally
out of total income (e), N = eY, where 0 < e < 1. Since
total income is a function of basic income, the base
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multiplier (k) equals the simple ratio of total income to
basic income, k = l/(l-e) and k = Y/B, where k > 1. A
single period estimation of the base multiplier is based
on the

assumption of excess capacity as well as the

linearity and homogeneity of the nonbasic income function.
The nonbasic income function need not be homogeneous if
more than one time period is involved for the base
multiplier estimation (Weiss and Gooding, 1968). If three
or more time periods are used, then a stochastic linear
estimator (a regression equation) can be used to obtain
the base multiplier. Thus, the base multiplier is derived
from an estimation of a region's exports. The estimated
multiplier (regression coefficient) is an estimate of the
impact that marginal changes in exogenous demand have on
residentiary sectors.
Braschler (1972) and Weiss and Gooding (1968) have
estimated differential base multipliers. The differential
base multiplier is an extension of the economic base
model. This extension permits the regional multiplier to
be disaggregated into several sectoral multipliers. The
separate export sectors are hypothesized to have
differential effects on total nonbasic activity. These
disaggregated multipliers measure differential direct and
indirect impacts only, since the induced effe9ts are
assumed to be the same regardless of the sector of origin
(Weiss and Gooding, 1968). This caveat arises from the
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earlier assumption of uniform tastes and preferences
across regions. Thus the induced effects are not measured
in the differential multiplier estimation.
c>
Weiss and Gooding (1968) provide an excellent
exposition of both the assumptions and the development of
the functional form of the differential multiplier
equation. A summary of their discussion follows below.
The regression form of the multiplier equation can be
written as
Yj_ = c + bj^ + u^
where b^ is the multiplier estimator
c is the constant term and
u^ is the error term.
The alternate form, to be used in the present analysis, is
as follows:
N^ = c

+ b;^*B^ + u^,

where the base multiplier equals 1 + b^ ,
The two different multipliers form a mathematical
identity:
1

+

b

i* -

b

i,
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There is a statistical advantage to using the nonbasic
functional form for the multiplier estimation. If basic
income constitutes a large part of total income, then the
coefficient of determination (R2) is spuriously high for
multiplier estimations using total income as the dependent
variable (Weiss and Gooding, 1968). This is the conceptual
basis for estimating the total base multiplier.
There are several reasons for disaggregating the
total base multiplier. One reason is that the marginal
propensity to spend locally differs between export
sectors. A second is that local interindustry linkages
vary.

The simple linear form of the differential

multiplier is as follows:
N

i

= c

i

+ k

i*Bi

where the k^

+ k N

n i '

are the coefficients of marginal change of

different B^ on the N^,
the B^ are different export sectors,
the kn represent the marginal proportion of induced
to direct residentiary income changes and
the N^ are the nonbasic sectors, linked directly and
indirectly to the basic sectors B^.
The kn are then subsumed in the constant term, c^,
and in the impact coefficient, k^ ,
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where 1 + k^

= k^, the differential multiplier.

This is due to the assumption that only the direct and
indirect effects of exogenous changes of the B^ will have
different impacts on nonbasic sectors. A reduced form of
the above equation is formed,
N

=

c

i

+

k

i*Bi'

since the induced effects, kn, will be the same for all
B^. "...In other words, this means that workers and firms
in any of the export sectors divide their local spending
among the service (residentiary) activities in a similar
way..."(Weiss and Gooding, p.239, 1968).
For the estimated multiplier to be considered unique
to a given export sector, the exogenously determined
sectors must be independent of each other.
Multicollinearity must be negligible between export
sectors for valid multipliers to be calculated.
Considering that the various sources of personal income
that are presumed to be correlated with local market
growth are themselves interrelated, the absence of
multicollinearity is a theoretically important but an
empirically tenuous assumption. For example, retiree
transfer recipients, as well as recipients of earned
income, are often investment income recipients. Similarly,
for regions where forest land or pasture land are publicly
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owned, a high degree of correlation would be expected
between state and federal activities and the activities of
timber companies and ranchers.
A further difficulty pertains to the duration of the
multiplier. Some question exists as to whether the base
multiplier is of a short or long run nature. Tiebout
(1956) describes the emergence of endogenous growth
factors and concludes that the multiplier is valid only in
the short run. However, North (1955) argues that the
multiplier is applicable in the long run, since
endogenously stimulated growth would be negligible.

Henry

and Nyankori (1981) empirically demonstrate the stability
of the multiplier in the short run while McNulty (1977)
arrives at an opposite conclusion in his study.
Verification of either hypothesis, concerning the
duration of the multiplier, is not undertaken in this
thesis. The multiplier is assumed to be of a short run
nature. This is due to the expected lag associated with
endogenous investment and the latter's stimulus for
regional growth (Tiebout, 1956). This endogenously
stimulated growth would violate the assumption of exportled growth. A further argument for short run multipliers
is that technology, and thus in productivity, is expected
to change over time. It would be difficult to make a case
for the uniform dissemination of technological
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improvements for all regions. Given the assumption of
fixed productivity and technology, a short run, rather
than a long run, multiplier is a more realistic
assumption. Finally, Richardson (1985) indicates that
"most analysts" favor a short run duration for the base
multiplier. This appeal to authority simply means that the
short run (less than ten years) duration for the base
multiplier is used in this thesis.
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Presentation of the Conceptual Model of Regional Growth
Regional growth can be understood on the basis of the
impact that export sectors have on residentiary sectors.
Differential multiplier models have been used to estimate
this impact. A more comprehensive model of regional growth
can be obtained by including arguments concerning regional
population and regional location with the differential
multiplier model.
The marriage of central place and economic base
concepts provides an important hybrid model. The addition
of population and location arguments to an economic base
model implies that the impact of basic income on nonbasic
income depends on the population size and location of a
given region. A symbolic form of the conceptual model
follows:
NB = F(EX, UX, C, P, L)
where NB = nonbasic income,
EX = earned exports,
UX = unearned exports,
C = income associated with commuting,
P = population and
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L = location.
Nonbasic income growth is hypothesized to be a function of
earned export income, unearned export income, income
associated with commuting, population size and location
for a given region. This model includes arguments for a
comprehensive set of basic income sources in addition to
arguments for regional isolation (location) and regional
market development (population).
The model used to estimate the relationships between
the arguments draws on the literature concerning base
multipliers. The conceptual basis for the model has been
presented. Differential base multipliers have been
discussed as estimators of the impact of various basic
sectors on residentiary sectors. Data are to be used both
for estimated export income and for community
characteristics such as population size and county
location. Chapter four explains the manner in which the
arguments for population and distance are made operational
in the estimation process.
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Chapter Three
METHODS AND DATA FOR ESTIMATING THE ECONOMIC BASE

The economic structure of Oregon counties was
analyzed using economic base techniques. These techniques
utilized published income data and confidential data
provided on diskettes from the Employment Division, State
of Oregon. Inclusion of the data obtained from diskettes
cannot be divulged due to disclosure laws. The structure
of the economy of each county was assessed for 1979, 1982
and 1984. Results from the base analysis served as the
data base for the impact analysis.
This chapter is intended to provide an explanation of
both the methods employed and data used for base
estimation. It is divided into sections discussing the
individual techniques, sections commenting on the use of
these techniques, examples of other base studies, and an
explanation of the data. A summary of the estimation
results is included in another publication (forthcoming
from the Western Rural Development Center). The base
estimation performed here serves as the data base for the
estimation procedures discussed in chapters four and five.
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Explanation of Base Estimation Techniques
Economic base analysts use a variety of techniques.
Direct survey as well as input-output analysis and
indirect techniques using secondary data have all been
used to determine the ratio of basic to nonbasic
employment or income. Although the direct survey is often
used as the benchmark or most reliable estimate of the
base, it is certainly not infallible. The results obtained
are limited by the amount of information that the
respondents have about the place of residence of their
customers or suppliers (Farness, 1987; Richardson, 1985;
Isserman, 1980). Input-output analysis is a means of
calculating regional accounts and income flows. However,
it is both time consuming and costly, since it often
involves primary data collection or adapting national
coefficients to published regional data, and it requires a
large amount of computational time. For these reasons, it
may not be preferred to less costly and simpler methods.
Other techniques have been used with published data
to estimate the economic base of a region. Three of the
more widely used techniques employing published data are
the assignment, location quotient and minimum
requirements. Each of these techniques is built on a
unique set of assumptions. Each also provides a different
assessment of a region's economic structure. Since
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regional export and import accounts are unavailable, a
benchmark for judging the accuracy of each technique does
not exist. The use and value of each technique is largely
a matter of professional judgement. A brief explanation of
each of these techniques is summarized below.
Assignment is the simplest of the secondary data
techniques. Industries are categorized as wholly export,
or as entirely producing for local consumption, or as some
combination of nonbasic and basic. No mathematical
manipulation is required; rather, the analyst's judgement
determines the type of industries that produce for
nonlocal markets. This technique is widely used for
extractive industries such as farming, fishing, forestry
and mining as well as for units of the federal government
operating in a local region (Isserman, 1980; Richardson,
1973; Richardson, 1979; Richardson, 1985; Bendavid, 1974).
This a priori grouping of industries is subject to
error. The amount that certain assigned export industries
produce for local consumption is assumed to be small. If
this assumption is incorrect, exports associated with the
given industry will be overestimated. Similar errors exist
for industries assigned solely to local production.
Nonresidents may purchase retail goods or contract
services locally. This could then lead to an
underestimation of exports. The amount of error arising
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from assigning industries increases with the size of the
region. As mentioned above, it is best to use this method
only in the absence of any other information and only for
federal government and extractive industries.
The location quotient measures the structure of a
region against that of a referent. Typically, the United
States is used as the referent since much of its
production is for national consumption, and it is far more
of a closed economy than is a region. As the name implies,
a quotient is devised in which a sector's percentage of
activity for a given region is divided by the sector's
percentage of activity for the U.S.. If the quotient is
greater than one, then for that sector the region is a net
exporter. In numerical terms, all employment or income
above the national percentage for the sector would be
considered to be export. This ratio of regional to
national sector activity measures specialization for the
regional economy (Tiebout, 1962; Richardson, 1969; Leigh,
1970; Bendavid, 1974; Mayer and Fleeter, 1975; Isserman,
1980; Richardson, 1985; Farness, 1987).
The mathematical formulation follows:
L.Q. Estimates of Exports = Ij^ - (I;^n/In)Ij where
Iji denotes income for sector i and region j,
I^n denotes income for sector i and the nation n,
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In denotes total income for the nation n, and
IJ

denotes total income for region j.

Since this technique is often applied to industry
groups, specialization in certain subgroups is often
missed. If this approach is used with a manufacturing
group of similar industries, the results may be quite
different from the results when it is used on an industry
by industry basis. A seaport may be estimated to be a net
importer of processed foods (the industry grouping), when
in fact it is a large net exporter of processed fish and
seafood products (the individual industry). When possible,
disaggregated data should be used to avoid this type of
error with the location quotient approach.
The location quotient technique requires a variety of
assumptions. The ones provided here are the more prominent
of the list. The location quotient is a net export
measure. The export amounts are calculated from the excess
of regional production rates above that for the nation.
Local consumption from export sectors is assumed. This
assumption demands that uniform tastes, preferences and
prices exist across all regions. If this is not the case,
then product brand and quality preferences would occur and
the assumption of no cross-hauling would be violated.
Furthermore, identical per capita consumption and
production is assumed. If this were not the case, then the
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assumptions of uniform prices, tastes and preferences
would not hold.
In order to compare a location quotient estimate of
basic income with that obtained using minimum
requirements, a gross exports estimate of location
quotients must be devised. For comparison with minimum
requirements estimates, cross-hauling is assumed not to
take place (no importing of locally produced goods and
services). Importing of goods that are also exported,
then, is assumed not to occur.
The location quotient method provides a more
satisfactory means for estimating gross exports when it is
applied to disaggregated data. This application reduces
the importance of the no cross-hauling assumption by
identifying the regional import or export nature of small
industry groups.
Minimum requirements use a different referent than
the location quotient. Regions of like characteristics,
usually population size, are grouped together. The
important assumption for this method is that identical
consumption patterns exist among regions of like size or
industry type. Here a given sector's minimum employment or
income is the referent. The minimum region is assumed to
produce only enough to meet its own needs for the sector
in question (Ullman and Dacey, 1960). Furthermore, the
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minimum requirement method requires the same uniform
worker productivity and price assumptions as the location
quotient approach for each regional size class (Ullman and
Dacey, I960; Tiebout, 1962; Richardson, 1969; Bendavid,
1974; Isserman, 1980; Richardson, 1985).
The mathematical formulation follows:
M.R. Estimate of Exports = 1^^ - (lim/Im ) I-i where
Iji denotes income for sector i and region j,
■^im denotes income for sector i in the minimum region
m (the region with the lowest percent of total income in
the i sector),
1^^ denotes total income for the minimum region m, and
I.: denotes total income for region j.
When Ullman and Dacey (1960) published their results
using this technique, it was unclear what the minimum
meant in terms of local consumption and in terms of
exports. The minimum would appear to make every region at
least self sufficient, if not an exporter, for the sectors
under consideration (Pratt, 1968). Isserman (1980)
clarified the Ullman and Dacey minimum as the estimate of
regional consumption out of regional production. This
interpretation implies that the minimum requirements
approach is a gross export estimate. With this method no
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provision is made for calculating the amount of importing
a region undertakes.
The difficulty in using the minimum requirements
method is that the basic component of the regional economy
may be inflated when gross exports are being identified.
This error arises due to the choice of the minimum and the
set of regions from which the minimum is chosen. The
grouping process is a matter of professional judgement and
often includes population, industry type and location as
the criteria. Tiebout (1962) suggests using the second
minimum or the percentage share of the region at the fifth
percentile in order to avoid the outliers or extremely
undiversified economies.
Comments on Using the Three Methods for Base Estimation
In this section, the three approaches are discussed
further, since all are used in the approach this study has
taken for estimating the economic base of Oregon counties.
The assignment method is best used for sectors for
which the analyst is assured that the production for local
consumption is negligible. The best sectors, for an export
income determination, to be estimated by the assignment
method are units of nonlocal government, public transfer
payments, income from out-commuters and income associated
with the extractive industries. In the absence of other
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data this method must be used in conjunction with other
techniques, since exports in the service, retail and
finance sectors would be omitted (Andrews, 1960).
The location quotient method is most appropriate for
industries in highly specialized regions (Isserman, 1980).
The cross-hauling problem that is assumed away is solved
in part when the sectors are disaggregated from the
general one-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
code into the more specific three- or four-digit SIC code
(Isserman, 1980; Norcliffe, 1982). One difficulty with the
location quotient approach is that, as a net export
estimation, it tends to overestimate self sufficiency
(Richardson, 1979).
The minimum requirement technique is best applied to
aggregated data, such as one- or two-digit SIC code data.
Nontraditional components of the economic base such as
retail, services and the finance sector provide better
results with aggregated data. Some form of each of those
sectors is found in nearly every region, while wholesale,
construction or manufacturing are less prevalent in rural
regions and are best analyzed with disaggregated sectors.
With disaggregated data many sector minimums would equal
zero, leaving the absurd result that all regions in a
study are exporters for most of the sectors (Ullman and
Dacey, 1960). Setting the percentage share of the region
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at the fifth percentile reduces the occurrence of spurious
cases becoming the minimum. The minimum requirement is
also best used when applied to the service, retail and
finance sectors (Richardson, 1985).
Examples of Studies Using the Three Technicmes
Results of economic base studies are relevant only to
the areas studied and the time for which they were
studied. The methodology employed is simple and restricted
by its peculiar assumptions. The importance of reviewing
studies of other regions and time periods is twofold: it
allows an examination of the combination of techniques
used, and it permits other researchers to review the
source of the published data as well as the manner in
which the study addressed data omissions and
inconsistencies. These studies serve as points of
departure for the techniques utilized in this study.
A summary of the essential characteristics of several
other studies which are either regionally relevant or are
of methodological interest is provided (Table 3). Rather
than present the basic/nonbasic ratios for income and
employment. Table 3 exhibits the type of technique used
and the sources of data for each study. These studies
provide some practical insights for assessing the economic
base of a region with the techniques previously mentioned.
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These insights complement the conceptual issues raised
concerning the three indirect techniques used.
The Hoyt compilation as well as the studies by
Matilia and Thompson, and Oilman and Dacey are included
because of their respective methodological approaches.
Hoyt presents a group of studies for urban centers of
various sizes. The techniques employed are a blend of
professional judgement, direct survey and the assignment
method. Ullman and Dacey analyzed the economic structure
of large urban areas using the minimum requirements
approach. Matilla and Thompson mix the assignment method
with that of the location quotient: for location quotients
greater than unity the entire sector is assigned to
export. They also develop their own index of
specialization which provides a correction for the overlap
between a given region and the referent. The study region
is subtracted from the referent so as to compare the
region with the rest of the nation. These analyses may be
viewed most constructively in terms of their respective
uses of the three different techniques.
The Bolton study is praised by Richardson (1979), for
three reasons. It uses income data rather than employment
data for the industry groups. Since income data are used,
nonearnings such as government transfer payments and
investment income are analyzed. Finally, Bolton uses
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Matilla and Thompson's mix of the assignment method based
on the size of the location quotient, except that the
threshold value is 1.2 rather than 1.0. This study is
unique in its blend of techniques and export categories.
Both the Tackett and the Tay and Weber studies are
interesting for similar reasons. The reasons are twofold:
counties of Pacific Northwest states are the study regions
(Washington and Oregon, respectively), and all three
secondary data methods previously discussed are used.
These studies use employment data and all three methods
for each industry group.
The Schallau and Maki study is important for two
reasons. First, it is different from the Tackett, and Tay
and Weber studies because it uses both income and
employment data at the state level for Oregon and
Washington. Second, the method they used is excess
employment (E.E.) and it is different from the abovementioned base studies. The United States distribution of
earnings and employment is considered to be the referent
distribution. The percentage of employment and earnings in
excess of the referent, the U.S., is the percent exports
for the given industry.
E. E. Estimate of Exports = (R^/R^) - (S^/St) where
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R^/Rt = percentage of earnings or employment of
referent (U.S.) totals, and
S^/St = percentage of earnings or employment of state
(Oregon or Washington) totals.
This study highlights the position of the timber industry
in the Oregon and Washington economies.
Estimating the Economic Base of Oregon's Counties
An economic base study is an appropriate means for
examining the structure of Oregon's counties for several
reasons. Production for markets and for visitors from
outside the region are the primary stimuli for the growth
of Oregon's county economies. The strengths and weaknesses
of the several methods for estimating the base, using
published data, have been discussed. The following
sections shall briefly explain some practical
considerations for choosing base analysis that requires
published data.
The separation of a regional economy into export
(externally driven) and local (dependent) is a simple
procedure. In comparison to a direct survey or an inputoutput study, the base analysis approach using published
data is both cheaper and less time-consuming (Isserman,
198 0). It is an approach that works well with limited
data; for example, either employment or income data can be
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used (Tiebout, 1962). The percentage share of the
externally driven or the dependent component for each
county for each sector is calculated. Hence, both the
externally driven and the dependent components are reduced
into their sector parts for the given regions in the given
periods.
Oregon has traditionally relied on the demand from
outside markets for its economic well being. Wheat, fish
products, timber and an assortment of agricultural
products have historically been the economic base for this
state and its counties (North, 1955). Oregon also is
dependent on the jobs and wages generated from exports in
the electronics, the timber and various manufacturing
industries as well as agriculture (Tay and Weber, 1985;
Schallau and Maki, 1986). From this general perspective,
economic base analysis would be suited to the economy
existing in Oregon.
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Data for Estimating the Economic Base
Selection of the data for this economic base study
has been based on both the

availability and the

suitability for the analytical techniques employed. The
United States Department of Commerce publishes income data
for the components of personal income and for wages
derived from private and public industry. The Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA), in "Local Area Personal Income,"
provided the data for the following: public transfer
payments; income from dividends, interest and rent;
residential adjustment (commuting adjustment) and farm
proprietor's income. All of these figures are available on
an annual basis, with an 18 month publishing delay, at the
county, state and national level. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), in "Monthly Labor Review," provided the
income data for the national three-digit SIC code referent
employed for the location quotient method, available on an
annual basis. The State of Oregon, Department of Human
Resources, Employment Division, Research and Statistics
Section provided the public and private industry income by
four-digit SIC code by county. These data are part of the
Oregon Covered Employment and Payroll (OCEP) data base and
are available on an annual basis at the two-digit SIC code
level, with a 6 month delay.
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Income data are used in this study for reasons
previously discussed, particularly since they allow one to
include nonearnings such as transfers and investment
income as well as farm proprietor's income and the
resident adjustment. The use of employment statistics does
not permit the inclusion of these important components of
the economic base.
Some explanation is necessary for the residence
adjustment. This is a statistic derived from the Bureau of
Census and the Internal Revenue Service. These two sources
provide the information such that an estimate of commuting
patterns, and the income associated with in- and outcommuters, may be calculated. The BEA calculates unearned
income for place of residence. Income associated with
private and public industry, however, is calculated on the
basis of place of employment. The resident adjustment
permits the comparison of income received at the place of
work with that received at the place of residence.
The arithmetic sign for the resident adjustment
denotes the flow of income assigned to commuting patterns.
A negative sign for resident adjustment indicates the
presence of net in-commuting, while a positive sign stands
for the existence of net out-commuting. This, then, is a
crude but useful way to approximate the income from incommuting (leakages) or out-commuting (injections).
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A subset of the investment income line item found in
the BEA data has been used in this study. Dividends,
interest and rent are the three main components of
investment income. The interest and the rent values each
have two components which are the monetary and the imputed
portions. The imputed component is an estimation of the
income derived from the owning of capital, not realized in
monetary terms. Imputed interest is either the "...value
of financial services rendered persons by financial
intermediaries without charge..." or "...income withheld
by life insurance companies and private noninsured pension
funds on the account of persons..." (BEA, 1986). Imputed
rent is calculated for owner-occupants of nonfarm
dwellings. It is income accrued that would have been paid
as rent since the dwelling is owned by the occupant.
Hence, only the monetary portion of investment income is
hypothesized to contribute to regional export income.
One possible source of export income not included in
this study is the nonfarm proprietor's income. Although
included in the BEA publication, it is not included in the
OCEP data base. Nonfarm proprietor's income is included as
a single line item in the BEA document. The publication
does indicate the shares by one-digit SIC code at a
national level. Yet, there is no reliable way to apportion
the single reported sum across different industries by
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county. On this basis, this possible source of export
income has been left out of the base study.
This study estimates basic income from reported
activities. It does not attempt to identify income from
barter, private pensions or black market activities.
Information is not available on the role these activities
play in Oregon's county economies.
The counties of Oregon have been chosen as the area
of study for which the export base is to be determined.
Often metropolitan areas or large cities are chosen.
Oregon, or for that matter the Pacific Northwest, lacks a
sufficient quantity of such cities for analytical
purposes. A data base for either income or employment by
sector does not exist for medium or small cities. Cities,
then, have not been chosen as the study area for both
sample size and data limitations.
A county level study avoids the arbitrary grouping of
counties in order to create substate regions. The state of
Oregon has several different county groupings, such as
agricultural or executive administration districts. Yet,
each county in Oregon is ultimately a political unit.
Thus, it is preferable, in terms of addressing economic
development questions, to examine each individually. Data
from both state and federal sources are available and
generally compatible at the county level. The county has
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been chosen in order to examine the variability of
economic structure across the state.
Time Period. Techniques and Sectors
The time period for the study is the three
nonconsecutive years, 1979, 1982 and 1984. 1984 was the
most current year for which all the necessary data was
available. The year 1979 was the peak of the last complete
national business cycle and 1982 the following trough. The
effects of the business cycle should play a part in the
export values derived for the sectors in question. The
Economic Report to the President, for the years 1979
through 1986 respectively, provided insights into the
reasons for the differential impacts of monetary and
fiscal policy across various sectors. The cyclical effects
of national policy will not be measured in this study per
se.
Three techniques are employed in this study. The
assignment, the location quotient and the minimum
requirements methods are used to estimate the economic
base for the various sectors (Table 5). The assignment
approach is used primarily on single-digit SIC code data.
It is used for nonlocal government, residence adjustment
(commuting), transfer payments, farm proprietors, metal
mining and fishing and fish processing sectors.
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Income data by three-digit SIC code are used for
the location quotient method, as advised by Isserman. The
sectors having positive values for exports are summed into
the larger sector groups. The sectors for which the
location quotient technique is used are the manufacturing,
the construction, the extractive and the investment income
groups.
Investment income is not commonly identified as a
component of the regional export base. As such, conceptual
arguments concerning the measurement of the percent
exports of investment incomes are unavailable in the
literature. The location quotient should be the best
estimator since it is a technique providing conservative
values for the percent exported from a given sector. The
use of this technique assumes a uniform consumption out of
investment income for all regions.
Two-digit SIC code income data are used for the
minimum requirements approach. The 3 6 Oregon counties are
divided into two groups based on both isolation and total
population (Table 6). The first minimum for a given sector
of the more populous counties of the Interstate 5 corridor
is used as the referent. The second minimum for a given
sector is used as the referent for the less populous
counties, as advised by Tiebout (1962). Since the
percentages of total income per industry are calculated
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for only four decimal places, rounding occurred for the
minimum requirements approach. The minimum requirements
method is used for retail, service, recreation and the
financial sectors.
The sector groupings are similar to SIC code
groupings but have been redistributed in a fashion
consistent with extractive and tourist industries. The
farm sector includes farm proprietors and food processing,
except fish processing, which is included in the hunting,
trapping and fishing group . The timber category includes
forestry, wood products and paper products production. To
avoid disclosing firm specific data, mining and
construction have been combined. This grouping is useful
since the majority of mining operations in Oregon are sand
and gravel quarrying, which are inputs for construction.
The remaining metal operations are assigned as wholly
export, while still being included in the construction and
mining group. Electronics and instruments are an
approximation for the "high tech" group of manufacturers.
General manufacturing includes those manufacturing sectors
not included in farming, fishing and timber or in the high
tech category. The utilities group includes communication,
electric, gas and sanitary services. The retail cluster
includes all retail firms except for those primarily
involved in eating and drinking (restaurants and taverns).
In addition to agricultural services, the business and
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professional services category includes business services,
legal services, membership organizations and miscellaneous
services. The consumer services category includes personal
services, auto services, repair services, health services,
social services and private households. Hospitality and
entertainment includes eating and drinking establishments,
hotel and lodging, motion pictures, recreation and
museums. A summary of the sector groupings is given in
Table 4.
A county-by-county summary of economic base values
for the sectors and years indicated are included in the
forthcoming Western Rural Development Center publication
on the economic base of Oregon counties. Due to disclosure
problems, the original data set cannot be provided for
public scrutiny. The "Oregon Covered Employment and
Payroll" Handbooks, 1979-1984, and the "Local Area
Personal Income" for Oregon, 1979-1984, provide a good
approximation of the data. The former is published by the
Employment Division, State of Oregon, and the latter is
the product of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
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Table 3.
Summaries of Economic Base Studies
AUTHOR

DATE

MATILLA, 1955
THOMPSON

TIME PERIOD

DATA SOURCE

UNIT

TECHNIQUE

1950

U.S. CENSUS

W

STATE, LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

W

INTERVIEW,
ASSIGNMENT

U.S. CENSUS

W

MINIMUM
REQUIREMENT

LOCATION
QUOTIENT,
INDEX OF SPEC.

HOYT

1960

SINGLE YRS.
1935-1955

ULLMAN,
DACEY

1960

1950

BOLTON

1966

1947-1962

TACKETT

1984

1970-1980

STATE OF WASH.
U.S. DEPT. OF
COMMERCE: BEA

W

LOG. QUOT.,
MIN. REQ.,
ASSIGNMENT

TAY,
WEBER

1985

1970-1980

STATE OF ORE.
U.S. DEPT. OF
COMMERCE: BEA

W

LOG. QUOT.,
MIN. REQ.,
ASSIGNMENT

SCHALLAU,1986
MAKI

1970-1980

U.S. DEPT. OF
COMMERCE: BEA

w. EXCESS

1.

W =
Y =

LOCATION
QUOTIENT,
ASSIGNMENT

U.S. DEPT. OF
COMMERCE;
SURVEY OF
CURRENT BUS.

Employment data and
Income data.

Y

EMPLOYMENT
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Table 4.
Sector Groups and SIC Codes by Sector
SECTOR GROUP
FARM PROPRIETORS
AGRICULTURE AND
FOOD PROCESSING
FORESTRY, LUMBER, WOOD
AND PAPER PROCESSING
FISHING, HUNTING, TRAPPING
AND FISH PROCESSING
METAL MINING
CONSTRUCTION AND
MINING
ELECTRONICS AND
INSTRUMENTS MANUFACTURING
GENERAL MANUFACTURING

SIC CODE
N.A.
01,02,20(EXCEPT 2091-2)
08,24,26
09,2091,2092
10
11-17
36,38
22,23,25,27-35,37,39

WHOLESALE TRADE

50,51

TRANSPORTATION

40-47

UTILITIES, COMMUNICATION

48,49

RETAIL TRADE
BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
FINANCE, INSURANCE
AND REAL ESTATE
CONSUMER SERVICES
HOSPITALITY AND
ENTERTAINMENT
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
STATE GOVERNMENT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

52-59(EXCEPT 58)
07,73,81,82,86,89
60-67
72,75,76,80,83,88
58,70,78,79,84
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT

N.A.

RETIREE TRANSFER PAYMENT
OTHER TRANSFER PAYMENT

N.A.
N.A.

MONEY DIVIDENDS, INTEREST
AND RENT

N.A.
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Table
Sector Groups and Techniques Utilized
SECTOR GROUP
FARM PROPRIETORS

TECHNIQUE
ASSIGNMENT

AGRICULTURE AND
FOOD PROCESSING
FORESTRY, LUMBER, WOOD
AND PAPER PROCESSING
FISHING, HUNTING, TRAPPING
AND FISH PROCESSING
METAL MINING

LOCATION QUOTIENT

CONSTRUCTION AND
MINING
ELECTRONICS AND
INSTRUMENTS MANUFACTURING
GENERAL MANUFACTURING

LOCATION QUOTIENT

WHOLESALE TRADE

LOCATION QUOTIENT

TRANSPORTATION

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

UTILITIES, COMMUNICATION

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

RETAIL TRADE

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
FINANCE, INSURANCE
AND REAL ESTATE
CONSUMER SERVICES

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

HOSPITALITY AND
ENTERTAINMENT

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
STATE GOVERNMENT
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
RESIDENCE ADJUSTMENT

LOCATION QUOTIENT
ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT

LOCATION QUOTIENT
LOCATION QUOTIENT

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT

RETIREE TRANSFER PAYMENT
OTHER TRANSFER PAYMENT

ASSIGNMENT
ASSIGNMENT

MONEY DIVIDENDS, INTEREST
AND RENT

LOCATION QUOTIENT
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Table 6.
1979 Population Data: County Groups for Minimum
Requirements
LARGE COUNTIES

NUMBER

SMALL COUNTIES

MULTNOMAH
LANE
CLACKAMAS
WASHINGTON
MARION
JACKSON
LINN
DOUGLAS
BENTON

558600
269300
231000
222100
191000
126500
89500
89300
71300

COOS
KLAMATH
UMATILLA
JOSEPHINE
DESCHUTES
YAMHILL
POLK
COLUMBIA
LINCOLN
CLATSOP
MALHEUR
UNION
WAS CO
TILLAMOOK
CURRY
BAKER
HOOD RIVER
CROOK
JEFFERSON
HARNEY
GRANT
WALLOWA
MORROW
LAKE
GILLIAM
SHERMAN
WHEELER

NUMBER
63500
60000
55800
54800
54500
51200
46000
34500
33000
31800
26100
24000
21800
21000
17150
16600
15800
12700
10800
8000
7800
7500
7400
7200
2300
2200
1950

SOURCE: The Center for Population Research and Census,
1980.
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Chapter Four
PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL

Thus far, the theoretical basis of the thesis has
been presented. The following chapter provides a
discussion of the practical considerations concerning the
econometric model. Four sections cover the discussion of
the model. The first section discusses differential
multiplier models found in the received regional economic
literature. The second section covers the functional form
of the model. The data set and the variables are examined
in the next section. Finally, in the last section the
hypotheses are presented and discussed. The chapter
directly following this one provides the empirical results
of model runs and hypotheses testing.
Development of the Functional Form
The econometric model used in this thesis was derived
from base multiplier models. The model arose from several
differential multiplier models with differing explanatory
variables. The final model was a hybrid in that it both
had variables like previous models and had some that were
unique. This model deviated from most base multiplier
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models. Arguments for location and population were
included in this hybrid model.
The concepts appropriated from central place theory
and combined with those from economic base theory yielded
an improved conceptual model. This chapter explores the
models that contributed to the final model and discusses
the variables that are part of the final model.
The differential multiplier is contrasted with the
population sensitive multiplier models of Ullman and Dacey
(1960) ; of Moore (1975) ; and of Gibson and Worden (1981).
All three of those models were derived from the use of the
minimum requirements estimation method. A population
classification schema was devised and the regions
categorized. The model is as follows:
E

=

EJU

= the observed minimum employment for industry i,

ii

a

i

+

b

ilog(p-i)

+

e

i where

and P^ = the median of the -j

11

population class, such that

the model estimates the parameters a^ and b^ for each
industry and population class.
This model provides a means of testing the relationship
between the minimum employment of a given industry for a
region and the region size. However, it lacks detail
concerning individual sectors and has the same tendency
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towards bias as the minimum requirements method. The
minimum requirements bias has been discussed earlier.
The functional form of the differential multiplier
depends on the data and the sectors chosen. The general
form of the model is as follows:
Yj = f(Bij)
where Y^ = total employment or income,
and B^.: = basic employment or income,
all for sector i and region j.
Several studies which used differential multiplier
models provide the basis for the model used in this
thesis. The discussion covers the structure and
assumptions of the studies as they contribute to the
development of the model used in this thesis.
Weiss and Gooding (1968) used their differential
multiplier model to study the impact of employment in the
private sector, at a naval shipyard and at an air force
base, on the residentiary employment of a small region in
New Hampshire. The purpose of their analysis was to
determine the separate impacts of the above sectors over
an 11 year period. They hypothesized that the impacts of
exogenous changes was reflected in endogenous changes
within a single time period. The rationale for this
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assumption was due to the "...observed ease of entry into
most service (residentiary) activities and the relatively
high dependence on imports in a small region..." (Weiss
and Gooding, 1968). The study concluded that results drawn
from a differential multiplier analysis were of use only
in terms of the order of magnitude and not as a
quantitative forecast.
Braschler (1972) used an expanded model for small
area economies. A geographical cross-section of
employment, both total and by sector, was used to estimate
the parameters for the model. He used county level data in
order to group the regions into class sizes by population.
The classification criterion was based on a maximum town
size of less than 2,500, those between 2,500 and 9,000 and
those in excess of 9,000. He calculated the basic
component for 27 sectors for the two larger classes of
counties, the smallest having too few observations to test
statistically. Data from the U.S. Census for 1950 and 1960
were used. He concluded that a direct relation between
export and overall growth may "...be more strongly implied
in a sampling rather than a case study..." (Braschler,
1972) . He stressed that the analysis of particular sectors
be conducted, in the form of case studies, in order to
better understand their importance in stimulating regional
employment change.
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Braschler and Kuehn (197 5) conducted a study that
built on Braschler's. They regressed the change in basic
employment for ten basic sectors on the change in
aggregate nonbasic employment. They utilized employment
data from the census to calculate the change from 1950 to
1960 and from 1960 to 1970. The data applied to
nonmetropolitan counties in Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and
Oklahoma. The extractive sectors were divided into one
group consisting of farming, forestry and fisheries and a
second group consisting of the mining sectors.
Manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, and
transportation and communication were three separate
categories. Governmental activities were divided into the
armed forces and public administration. Services were put
into business and into education groups. The final group
consisted of sectors primarily engaged in construction.
The counties are grouped into two classes: those with a
population exceeding 20,000 and those not exceeding
20,000. They contended that the use of time difference
data was useful in identifying the sectors that were
undergoing economic change. They also hypothesized that a
lagged response to decline, taking place in the long time
intervals, occurred.
The three studies discussed have used employment
units for time series or time difference data. The Weiss
and Gooding study assumed that the amount of change in
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economic structure over time for a region was negligible.
Furthermore, they aggregated private sector exports into a
single variable, neglecting any opportunity to distinguish
individual private sector impacts on the local economy.
The latter two studies attempted to classify the regions
by population. The implicit assumption was that population
size was an important factor in determining the
relationship between the basic and nonbasic sectors. A
variable for population was not explicitly included in
either study.
Bolton (1966) proposed that the following functional
form is more appropriate than a strict employment model:
Yj = f(EBi:j, UBij)
where Y^ = total income,
EBJL-S

= earned basic income,

UBJJ

= unearned basic income,

and

where the subscripts denote sector i and region j.
The above form provides for the inclusion of transfer
payments and investment income as a part of the regional
base. It also allows for the use of proprietary income in
the determination of the economic base.
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The following summarizes the structure and the
assumptions of two studies using the functional form which
includes unearned income. Hirschl and Summers (1982)
produced two models, both of which had nonbasic employment
as the dependent variable. These were hybrid models in
that they attempted to estimate employment growth from
changes in basic income and a lagged nonbasic employment
variable. Data from 1960 through 1970 were used in the
analysis. A ten percent sample of all nonmetropolitan
counties of the 48 contiguous states, stratified by major
census region, was applied to the models. Model I is as
follows:
Y = a+B1Yt_1+B2X2+B3X3+B4X4+B5X5+B6X6+e
where

Y = nonbasic employment change
Yt_1 = nonbasic employment in 1958
X2 = dummy: 1 for high growth counties
0 otherwise
X3 = manufacturing wage and salary change
X4 = Old Age and Survivor's Insurance (OASI)
X5 = change in agricultural payments
Xg = change in intergovernmental transfers
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e = random disturbance term
They assumed that the export sectors were agriculture,
manufacturing, intergovernmental transfers and OASI.
Inevitably, export activity occurs in retail or service
sectors and the authors recognized this as a source of
error. OASI served as a proxy variable for transfer
payments to retired individuals. They recognized the
importance of property income but, due to data
constraints, were unable to include it as a variable.
Hirschl and Summer's Model II includes variables,
that are possible sources of local growth and that are
excluded from Model I. The second model is as follows:
Y= a+B1Yt_1+B2X2+B3X3+B4X4+B5X5+
B X +B X +B X +B X +B

6 6

where

7 7

8 8

9 9

10X10+e

Y = nonbasic employment change
Yt_1 = nonbasic employment in initial year of study
X2 = dummy: 1 for high growth counties
0 otherwise
X3 = manufacturing wage and salary change
X4 = Old Age and Survivor's Insurance (OASI)
X5 = change in agricultural payments
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X6 = change in intergovernmental transfers
X7 = number of urban residents
XQ

= industrial diversity, Gibbs-Martin

Xg = number of interstate highway exits
X10 = distance to nearest SMSA
e = random disturbance term

The variables added to Model I are surrogates used to
specify errors in the first formulation of the model.
These were crude approximations of the community position
in the central place hierarchy. The authors were not able
to include direct measures of commuting, tourist
expenditures and other omitted export activities due to
data limitations. Variables X7, X9 and X^ were used to
estimate the effects of population density and distance
from population centers on nonbasic employment growth. X8
was used to indirectly measure the effects of a
diversified economy on local sector linkages and therein
estimate the indirect exports captured by
industrialization. They concluded that the omission of
transfer payments from regional growth models constituted
a form of specification bias. Any such model that excludes
transfer payments neglects an important explanatory for
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estimating the growth of nonbasic employment in
nonmetropolitan counties.
Shahidsaless, Gillis and Shaffer (1983) also
presented a model that sought to join community
characteristics, such as population and location, with
base concepts. They provided a framework for examining the
above community factors that affected the impacts from the
multiplier. They contended that "...community
characteristics affect consumption, production and
investment decisions and account for much of the variation
in the estimated size of economic multipliers among
communities..." (Shahidsaless, Gillis and Shaffer, p. 87,
1983) . They used the model on census data for 1950, 1960
and 1970 with a ten percent sample stratified by
population size.
They used time difference variables to estimate the
nonbasic employment as a function of changes in basic
sectors, as Hirschl and Summers did. However, as the
following shows, Shahidsaless et al. produced a unique
differential multiplier model:
(Enb)i= B0+(B1-l)Ebi+f(z)Ebi+e
where (E^) ^= change in nonbasic employment
E^j^ = change in basic employment,
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B-l = coefficient identifying economic linkages,
f (z) = community factors L^ for location and P^
for population,
e = random disturbance term and
the subscript i denotes the specific region.
f(z) can be rewritten as <3iLi+c32pi

sucl1

that the above

model is as below:
(Enb) i=

B +

0 (Bl"1) Ebi+c*iLiEbi+<52PiEbi+e

The variables L^ and P^ denote variation of the employment
multiplier across regions. Shahidsaless et al. wished to
measure the effect of variation in host community
characteristics on the marginal propensity to spend
locally. Thus, they abandoned the assumption that basic
sector multipliers are constant across all regions. The
multiplier becomes 1 + (B-l) + q^^L^ + q2pi for a
particular region at a given location, with a specific
population and for a particular basic sector.
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The Regional Model for Oregon Counties
The model used in this thesis is a hybrid formed from
the conceptual arguments of Bolton (1966), from the
modeling efforts of Hirschl and Summers (Model II, 1982)
and from Shahidsaless et al.

(1983). The model used here

is as follows:
NBASi = B0 + B-L-jEXTi + B12DEXTi + B-^PEXTi + B21BASi
+ B22DBASi + B23PBASi + B31ATPi + B32DATPi +
B33PATPi + B41INVi + B42DINVi + B^PIl^ +
BgCOMM^ + e^
where NBAS^ = nonbasic income for the retail sector; or
consumer service; or business service; or finance,
insurance and real estate; or the local government
sectors estimated individually,
EXT^ = exports from fishing, agriculture and
forestry and the primary processing sectors,
DEXT^ = EXT^ multiplied by the distance (miles) from
the county seat to the nearest SMSA,
PEXTj^ = EXT^ multiplied by the population for the
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given year,
BAS^ = other basic including exports from mining,
construction, wholesale trade, other manufacturing,
units of state and federal government,
DBAS^ = BAS^ multiplied by the distance (miles) from
the county seat to the nearest SMSA,
PBAS^ = BAS^ multiplied by the population for the
given year,
ATP^ = all public transfer payments,
DATP^ = ATPJL multiplied by the distance (miles) from
the county seat to the nearest SMSA,
PATP^ = ATP^ multiplied by the population for the
given year,
INV^ = export investment income which includes
monetary dividends, interest and rent,
DINV^ = INV^ multiplied by the distance (miles) from
the county seat to the nearest SMSA,
PINV^ = INV^ multiplied by the population for the
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given year,
COMM^ = residence adjustment, a surrogate variable
for the income associated with commuting flows, and
e^ = random disturbance term
all for region i.
The coefficients for the above variables were divided into
two groups. The group that identified the impact of the
economic linkages included B^, I^^, ^21'

B

and B

41

The

5'

group that identified the impact of community
characteristics on specific sectoral groupings were the
interactive terms: B-^, B^, ^22'

B

23'

B

32'

B

33'

B

42

and

643. The coefficients of the interactive terms identified
the impact that changes in location or population of a
given level of basic income had on residentiary incomes.
The model incorporates the central place arguments of
both Hirschl and Summers as well as Shahidsaless et al.
into an export multiplier model. It also uses the
functional form presented by Bolton and draws somewhat on
the relevant adaptation of Hirschl and Summers. The number
of arguments has been kept to a minimum. Weiss and Gooding
argue that a differential multiplier model with more than
five export sectors was difficult to justify. They contend
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that the accuracy of the estimated multipliers would
decrease with the inclusion of more variables.
This model was a conceptual improvement over
previously developed models for several reasons. The
export estimates using the location quotient method were
performed with data disaggregated to the three-digit SIC
code level. The export components of nonearnings were
included as arguments in the model. A proxy variable for
commuting was used to describe the region-to-region flow
of earnings to places of residence. The use of individual
residentiary sectors permitted different basic impacts to
have been estimated for different local sectors. A cross
section of counties within the same state was used. This
may have better reflected similar regional taste and
preferences as well as similar levels of productivity and
prices as assumed in the economic base framework. Finally,
the inclusion of community characteristics identified the
influence of a statewide central place hierarchy, due to
regional location and population, that affects the
interaction between basic and nonbasic income sources.
Variables and Data Used in the Model
The following section provides a discussion of the
data and the variables contained in the regional model.
The variables themselves have been listed above and are
described in the same order.
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The regions consisted of counties classified as
nonmetropolitan through 1984. There were two exceptions:
Polk county and Yamhill county, both adjacent to
metropolitan areas. Each has been classified by the U.S.
Census as an SMSA county. Both were out-commuter
communities for the nearby metropolitan areas. Both
counties had significantly smaller urban populations than
the other nearby counties. These two counties were
sufficiently small in population to have been grouped as
rural.
Three counties, Sherman, Gilliam and Wheeler, were
excluded from the sample set. This omission resulted from
the counties having narrow economic bases and minute local
markets. The intention was to omit these counties in order
to create a more homogeneous sample set.
The explanation of the export estimations was
included in chapter three and is summarized in Table 5.
Those sectors estimated with the minimum requirements
approach appeared to have erroneous and inflated export
components. It was suspected that the minimums used to
calculate the export values were inappropriate. The
minimums were taken from extremely small counties (under
2,000 in population) and used with counties in excess of
50,000. The referent counties usually had narrow economic
bases and small populations. It was suspected that these
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counties were unusual with respect to the group of
counties and thus inadequate as minimums. The bias noted
here deletes any explicitly measurable tourism or retail
and service impacts from the model. The transportation,
utility and hospitality sectors have been deleted from the
model altogether. The export variables have been estimated
by either the assignment or the location quotient method.
The data are pooled from 27 rural counties for three
years. This permits the population and location arguments
to be used for each export aggregate. These counties range
from 7,000 to 90,000 in population. The data is taken from
three nonconsecutive years over a six year period. The
years, 1979, 1982 and 1984, constitute the peak, the
trough and the following upswing of the most recent
national business cycle. The use of pooled data implicitly
assumes a constant relationship between basic and nonbasic
income throughout the business cycle.

Coefficients

estimated for this period identify the effect of regional
cyclical fluctuations on a given industry.
A fuller discussion of the data and the export
estimation techniques is provided in chapter three.
Sectors that have been traditionally assigned as
nonbasic are used as individual dependent variables. A
separate regression was performed for the retail trade
sector; the finance, insurance and real estate sector; the
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consumer service sector; the business service sector; and
units of local government. Each of these has been assigned
wholly as nonbasic, an approach commonly found in the
economic base literature. This represents a source of
error. The exports associated with these sectors have been
ignored and combined with residentiary components.
The first two independent variables, EXT and BAS,
represent earned exports. The second two variables, ATP
and INV, represent unearned exports. The last variable,
COMM, represents both potential leakages from the place of
employment and potential captured income for the place of
residence. A pair of variables denoting community
characteristics, population and location, are combined
with all the export variables except COMM. COMM is an
economic base variable which implicitly includes location
and population, in that it is expected that commuters
travel to more densely populated counties from nearby less
populated ones.
COMM is a proxy variable for the income associated
with commuting. Andrews and Hoyt (1960) have made the
claim, as has Richardson (1969), that the inflow or loss
of income associated with commuters must be accounted for.
In counties adjacent to more populous counties income
brought back by out-commuting may be an important part of
the economic base. Similarly, the outflow of income earned
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in the more populous counties potentially represents a
significant leakage from the counties for which incommuting predominates. Chapter three has a full
explanation for the variable COMM denoted by the residence
adjustment.
The EXT variable is the sum of the extractive
sectors, save mining. Each of the primary processing or
manufacturing sectors for the given extractive one is also
included in this aggregate variable. This is intended to
capture the industry linkages associated with the natural
resource base of each county. The impact on residentiary
sectors by those whose earnings are derived from the
extractive industries is hypothesized to differ from those
who receive other export earnings.
The BAS variable is the remainder of the exports from
the sectors that are estimated with the location quotient
and assignment method. Chapter three explains the various
techniques used for each of the sectors. Thus it
represents the traditional components of the economic base
not associated with extractive industries. The impact on
residentiary sectors for BAS is hypothesized to be
different from and independent of the other explanatory
variables.
The ATP variable is the sum of all public transfer
payments. It includes both the cyclicly volatile public
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assistance and unemployment programs as well as the
government retirement programs and the congressionally
legislated social security and medical programs. The
retirement portion is generally two or three times that of
the other portion (Smith, Willis and Weber, 1986). The
retirement part constitutes the majority of income
represented by ATP. Thus ATP serves as a proxy for the
impact of the expenditures by persons aged 65 and older on
residentiary sectors.
INV represents the monetary portion of dividends,
interest and rent income. It, like the retirement
transfers, is not a spatially determined source of income.
It may serve as a proxy for persons, retired or otherwise,
who are mobile or who are not dependent on the regional
levels of production. This is an important consideration
for understanding the impact of the expenditures by those
receiving investment income on residentiary sectors. The
amenities found in rural counties may be the magnet for
persons considered both financially independent of
regional production and able to migrate. INV may also
serve to capture income that is not being spent at all but
is simply reinvested, outside of the region.
Separate variables for market development
(population) and for market isolation (location) are not
used in the econometric model. The reasons will be
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explained more fully in the following chapter. In summary,
the regional population size dominated the preliminary
results and precluded detecting the basic income impacts
on nonbasic sectors. Regional location had a less
dominating effect on nonbasic incomes than did population.
These results are important to understanding the sources
of regional growth not involved directly with regional
production or exports. These preliminary results are
included in Appendix D. The econometric model was designed
to estimate the effects of regional location, of regional
population and of economic linkages of export sectors on
nonbasic sectors.
Discussion of the Hypotheses
The hypotheses to be tested in this thesis have been
briefly mentioned in the objectives section of the
introduction. Here, the empirical justification for
choosing the particular form of the hypotheses will be
examined. The hypotheses will be presented in five groups,
since five different regressions are utilized.
The null hypothesis for testing the significance of
the impact coefficients is that the coefficients for EXT,
BAS, ATP, INV and COMM are not significantly positive. The
alternate hypothesis is that coefficients for these
variables are significantly positive.
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Other studies have not devised a variable combining
the extractive industries with their associated primary
processing sectors, as this study has with the EXT
variable. Agriculture is often used as an explanatory
variable since it is an aggregate of fishing, forestry and
farming in the SIC code system. The coefficients were both
positive and significant (at least at the 0.05 level) for
the agriculture sector in the Braschler (1972); the
Braschler and Kuehn (1975); the Hirschl and Summers
(1982) ; and the Shahidsaless et al. (1983) studies. The
coefficient for EXT is expected to be significant and
positive. However, the time period covers a dramatic
decline in the fishing and timber industries with
considerable fluctuation in the farming sector. The time
period will have an impact; moreover, it may affect both
the sign and the significance of the EXT variable.
The time period will also play a role in determining
the significance and the sign of the other basic
industries represented by the BAS variable. Whereas the
timber industry declined from 1980 through 1982, other
manufacturing declined from 1981 through 1984, in Oregon.
The studies cited in the previous paragraph either used
two variables or a group of variables as arguments for the
remaining basic activity. Braschler (1972) and Braschler
and Kuehn (1975) used many variables to describe other
basic sectors. Hirschl and Summers (1982) used
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manufacturing and a proxy for transfer payments. The
coefficients for manufacturing, in both models, were
positive and significant at the 0.05 level. Similarly, the
coefficients for manufacturing in Shahidsaless et al.
(1983), were positive and significant at the 0.05 level. A
priori, the coefficients are expected to be positive and
significant for the other basic category (BAS). Caution
should be taken when comparing this variable with the
manufacturing or transfer variables in the above studies,
since the variables are not the same.
The coefficient for transfer payments is expected to
be both positive and significant. The coefficients for
transfer payments were positive and significant, at the
0.001 level, in both of Hirschl and Summers1 models as
well. Many studies have found a positive relationship
between transfer payments and residentiary income or
employment (McNulty, 1977; Harmston, 1979; Doeksen and
Lenard, 1980; Smith et al.. 1982; Bain, 1984; Salazar,
Schallau and Lee, 1986). Although unemployment
compensation and public assistance fluctuated during the
most recent business cycle, retirement transfer payments
grew steadily. The latter transfer payments equal nearly
75 percent of all transfer payments. Thus any fluctuation
taking place between 1979 and 1984 for transfer payments
should be dominated by the growth of the retirement
portion.
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The size of investment income for rural Oregon
counties is approximately equal to, if not larger than,
transfer payments; however, the money component of
investment income is smaller. Also the estimated exports
of money investment income is smaller still than total
investment income. The coefficient for total investment
income, assigned entirely as export, in McNulty's study
(1977) was significant (at the 0.05 level) for periods in
excess of four years. It is unclear as to the significance
or the sign for money investment income coefficient in
this study. The difficulty is whether the investment
income recipients are spending out of earnings resulting
from savings, rent and dividends. Furthermore, little is
known concerning the expenditure habits of investment
income recipients, in the aggregate.
The growth of unearned income has been widely
documented in Oregon (Smith, Willis and Weber, 1986).
Unearned income, as a share of total personal income, has
grown more than earned income in Oregon, particularly
since 1962 (Smith et al., 1986). INV and ATP are
hypothesized to have larger impact coefficients with
respect to the residentiary sectors selected in this study
than does EXT or BAS. This is attributed to the various
effects of the business cycle on national and
international demand for Oregon,ls goods and services.
Conversely, the stable and steady growth of transfer
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payments, at least the retiree portion of them, and the
aggregate growth of investment income, are hypothesized to
lead to larger local impacts during the early 1980's.
Hypotheses concerning the impact of income associated
with commuting on residentiary sectors have been difficult
to formulate. Boehm and Pond (1976) conclude that the
distance individuals travel to work is inversely
proportionate to the amount of expenditures they make
locally. They also conclude that the age of the head of
the household is directly proportionate to the amount of
local expenditures made. It is difficult to incorporate
these results concerning commuting into hypotheses. The
county-to-county movement of commuters, their average
travel distance and their demographic characteristics are
not known for Oregon.
The distance travelled to work is not known for this
data set. Commuting is hypothesized to flow towards larger
places for employment and towards rural ones to reside.
This is evidenced by the lower unemployment rates in the
metropolitan as opposed to the rural areas during the
earlier ISSO's (Mandelbaum and Weber, 1984). Secondly,
Bluestone (1979) and Beale (1977) have documented the
growth of rural personal incomes and population in the
1970's. The coefficient for rural out-commuting is
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hypothesized to be positive, since this direction of
commuting brings export income into the rural counties.
The central place theory discussed earlier concerning
distance and population suggests the hypothesis that the
population effect on the income impact coefficients should
be positive. The distance effect on income impact
coefficients should be negative up to some hypothetical,
but unknown, threshold. The threshold would be the point
where it is no longer justifiable in the consumer's mind
to travel to a metropolitan area to shop. This would be
the positive effect of isolation on local market growth
taking place.
The population and the size of rural Oregon counties
are related. The more isolated rural counties tend to be
the least populous. Conversely, the counties adjacent to
metropolitan areas tend to be the more populous counties.
In both cases the population effect on residentiary
incomes is hypothesized to be offset by the distance or
proximity effect of rural residentiary markets.
Finally the effects of the basic arguments are
hypothesized to be different between different
residentiary sectors. A strong case for one sort of
difference is Boehm and Pond's (1977) conclusion that
local expenditures are proportional to the age of the head
of the household. Further corroboration of this result has
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not been found. However, the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) obtained survey budgets for consumer
expenditures (Department of Labor, BLS, 1985; Department
of Labor, BLS, 1986). These budgets show that those aged
65 or older spend primarily on housing, food stores,
health services, pharmacies and recreation. Barton (1955)
concludes that those 65 or older spend proportionately
more on nondurables than consumers of other ages. The Fuji
Bank Bulletin (1984) concurs with the findings of the BLS
and Barton in concluding that those 65 and older have a
proportionately greater propensity to consume locally than
other age groups. It may be that consumption patterns are
affected by the age of the individual.
Bain (1984) estimated the impact of transfer payments
on local retail sales in rural Wisconsin counties to be
threefold that of all other income. His findings concur
with the observations of the BLS, with those of the Fuji
Bank and the observations of Barton. As mentioned before,
retiree transfer payments constitute about 75 percent of
total transfer payments. Transfer payments have been
growing steadily in Oregon since the 1960's

(Smith, et

al. 1986). Between 1980 and 1985 net in-migration occurred
for those 65 and older in Oregon (Shafer, 1986). If Bain's
findings are applicable to Oregon counties, then it is
useful to disaggregate residentiary sectors for separate
analyses.
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Johnson (1985) stipulated that population had varying
effects on retail and service sales, for the rural areas
of the U.S.. Income growth played a greater role in
determining retail sales and employment growth. Income
growth, as well as changes in technology and lifestyles,
lead to service sales and employment growth. He noted that
the counties with high growth local sectors were
characterized as having recreational and environmental
amenities. He hypothesized that with the growth of real
income and leisure time, especially among the affluent and
mobile retirees, retail and service growth would continue.
Bender (1987) adds to the findings of Johnson with
work concerning rural service sector growth. He states
that the amenities of rural life act to substitute for
income from work. He, as did Johnson, observed migration
to amenity-rich areas. He sees service growth as a growth
in derived demand originating from both earned and
unearned basic income. For retirees, unearned income
growth may arise from persons growing older and retiring
(aging in place) as well as from the in-migration of
retirees. This aging of rural consumers shapes the
character of the aggregate consumer preference for that
community. A change in population composition is one cause
of the changes Johnson (1985) and Bender (1987) observed
for rural retail and service sector performance.
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The same coefficients for each residentiary sector
would not be expected for investment income as for earned
exports. Although retirees have been surveyed and found to
receive a variety of investment incomes, they do not
account for the majority of investment income recipients
(Federal Reserve, 1984). Disaggregation of both unearned
exports and residentiary incomes would permit the
comparison of different sources of income on particular
residentiary sectors.
The hypotheses have been constructed to verify the
way in which several factors impact particular
residentiary sectors. They are summarized as follows:
(1) With a large distance to a SMSA, location of
basic sectors is hypothesized to be an opportunity for
local sector growth. Intermediate and adjacent proximity
to more populous areas for basic sectors is likewise
hypothesized as a hindrance to residentiary growth.
(2) Population growth contributes to residentiary
growth, while less populous regions stand to lose local
trade to more populous regions.
(3) Age is hypothesized to be an important factor for
determining the impact of expenditures on residentiary
sectors. This relationship should be direct (Boehm and
Pond, 1976). This hypothesis is addressed by the transfer
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payment variable serving as an implicit retiree variable.
Since transfer payments are neither spatially determined
nor affected by the changes in extraregional demand, they
are hypothesized to have a positive and significant impact
on residentiary sectors.
(4) The traditional components of the export base,
earned exports, are expected to have a positive impact on
the dependent variables. However, this correlation may be
altered or diminished due to the changes in extraregional
demand for Oregon's goods and services during the study
period.
(5) For rural counties out-commuting is hypothesized
to dominate the effects of in-commuting. As such, export
incomes associated with out-commuting are hypothesized to
have a positive and statistically significant impact on
nonbasic income.
(6) Investment income is hypothesized to have a
positive impact on residentiary sector growth. Investment
incomes have grown during the study time period as an
aggregate component of the rural economic base (Figure
1.). Yet, little is known concerning the expenditure
patterns of investment income recipients. The effect of
their expenditures is assumed to interact with the effects
of wage earners and transfer payments recipients.
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(7) The impacts of nonearnings will be larger than
the impacts for earned exports on residentiary sectors for
rural Oregon counties. This may be due to the relative
performance of the various sectors during the time period
used in this study.
(8) The regression estimates are hypothesized to
differ between the residentiary sectors. This is due to
different aggregate growth or decline patterns for the
residentiary sectors. It is also due to assumed
differences in the expenditure behavior between recipients
of different export incomes.
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Chapter Five
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

The econometric model finally used was judged to best
represent the conceptual model. A variety of functional
forms were tested before the final functional form was
chosen. It was chosen, in part, due to limitations arising
from the data set. The final form of the model was derived
mostly from the models used by Hirschl and Summers, Model
II,

(1982) and Shahidsaless et al.

(1983).

The study results consist of two parts: the
compilation of the economic base and the significance
testing of the coefficients derived from a modified
differential multiplier model. Chapter three provides the
background for understanding the economic base for Oregon
counties. The results from the export estimation are
available in a forthcoming Western Rural Development
Center publication. Chapters two and four develop the
theoretical basis and empirical grounds for both the
conceptual and the econometric model. The results of the
regressions for the different residentiary sectors and the
testing of the hypotheses are presented in this chapter.
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The chapter is divided into three sections. The
initial section provides a general description of the
estimation problems expected with the model used in this
study. The second section describes the estimated
coefficients for the five different residentiary sectors.
The last section presents the hypothesis testing.
The final chapter explores the possible meaning and
implications of the analytical results. Future studies,
limitations to this study and policy implications will be
discussed in the concluding chapter.
Estimation Difficulties
The emphasis of this section is to provide the
empirical implications of the use of pooled crosssectional and time series data. Estimation difficulties
will be discussed for the particular model employed in
this study.
The modified differential multiplier models were
statistically estimated with ordinary least squares
regression (OLS). OLS is a technique for estimating a
regression equation that describes the dependence of one
variable on one or more other variables (Gujarati, 1978).
Several estimation problems are often encountered when
using pooled cross-sectional and time series data to
estimate OLS model parameters. Multicollinearity and/or
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heteroscedasticity may occur. Serial correlation may also
be a problem. Each potential problem will be briefly
discussed in the context of the estimation process.
Multicollinearity refers to the case when two or more
of the explanatory variables are exactly or partially
correlated. The standard errors of the regression
coefficients will be large in the case of high
multicollinearity and infinite in the case of perfect
multicollinearity. The end effect of multicollinearity is
that the regression coefficients of any independent
variable will depend on which other variables are included
in the model. The estimated coefficient will reflect only
the partial effect it has on the dependent variable, given
the other variables included in the regression. The
consequence of high standard errors is that the confidence
intervals for the coefficients tend to be larger. Thus the
probability of accepting a false hypothesis increases.
Furthermore, with high multicollinearity, a large
coefficient of determination (R2) may be obtained with few
or none of the estimated coefficients being statistically
significant (Gujarati, 1978).
The pooling of time series with cross-sectional data
is given as one remedial measure taken for
multicollinearity (Tobin, 1950).

Since this model does

pool the data, it is hypothesized that multicollinearity
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is reduced; however, it may still be a problem for
hypothesis testing.
Multicollinearity can be detected by several methods.
The one used here is the correlation coefficient matrix.
The calculation of the correlation matrix is provided in
most statistical packages. This matrix gives the
correlation coefficients, ranging from zero to one, for
all of the variables included in the model. If any of the
coefficients are close to one, then collinearity may exist
between those pair(s) of variables. This method for
detecting multicollinearity shall be included prior to the
results of the regressions. The correlation coefficient
matrix is included in Appendix D.
Another problem with OLS estimation, as mentioned
earlier, is heteroscedasticity. Homoscedasticity is the
OLS assumption that for all observations the expected
value of the error terms squared is equal to the variance.
If heteroscedasticity exists, then the variance of the
disturbance term may vary from observation to observation.
Heteroscedasticity implies that the OLS assumption of the
best linear estimator is violated. The estimators no
longer have the smallest variance and are not efficient
(Kmenta, 1986) This is particularly a problem when crosssectional data are used and where the variance of the
error terms varies by income or population size.
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A crude, but effective, method for detecting
heteroscedasticity is to graph the error term against the
fitted values for the dependent variables. This permits a
means for seeing if the estimated values for the dependent
variables are systematically related to the squared
residual (Gujarati, 1978).
The presence of serial correlation denotes the
violation of the OLS assumption that the error term of one
observation is not influenced by the error term of another
observation (Gujarati, 1978). This is particularly a
problem when time series data are used. It is less of a
problem in this study since annual data from
nonconsecutive years are used.
The regressions were assumed to take a linear form.
Logarithmic transformations were performed for the
variables, which did not improve the results. Furthermore,
a nonlinear differential multiplier model was not
suggested in any of the studies reviewed for this thesis.
The estimated regression equations were examined with
respect to their statistical significance and theoretical
consistency. The t-test was used to evaluate the extent to
which the independent variables explained the observed
variation in the dependent variable. The F-test was used
to test for the overall significance of the combined
effect of the independent variables on the observed
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variation in the dependent variable. The coefficient of
determination (R2) provided a measure of the "goodness of
fit" of the estimated regression equations.
Theoretical consistency is essential in model
formulation. The economic framework for the derivation of
the model has been presented in previous chapters. The
proper specification of the model requires that certain
explanatory variables be included in the model. There is a
temptation, especially in the event of high collinearity,
to discard variables from models providing poor results.
The model has been formulated in accordance with the
regional growth literature, focusing on the concepts of
central place and on economic base theory.
Pooling cross-sectional with time series data
presents certain complications. The error term, in this
case, becomes a combination of time series and crosssectional disturbances. It is difficult to determine the
dominant disturbance affecting the error term. It is
assumed, for reasons mentioned earlier in the section,
that the cross-section disturbance predominates. This is
to say that heteroscedasticity will present a more
significant source of estimation error than will serial
correlation.
The data were pooled for several reasons. Pooling
data as a remedy for multicollinearity has already been
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discussed. Another reason is that k, the value commonly
used to denote the number of explanatory variables plus a
constant, is large. The number of observations per year
equals 27, while the k value for the model formulation
equals 14. This leaves only 13 degrees of freedom per
year, an amount here deemed insufficient for hypothesis
testing. Pooling cross-sectional and time series data
permits an estimation of the consistency or average
impacts of the coefficients for the rural counties over
the business cycle.
Empirical Results
Many forms of the model were tested in the analysis.
The data was limited and represented a variety of
problems. Pooling of the 27 counties over the three years
was required due to the small number of cross-sectional
units. A brief discussion follows concerning the
preliminary models that were tested.
A variety of functional forms were tested prior to
choosing the final form of the econometric model. The
initial set of explanatory variables included each of the
export sectors that had been estimated by techniques other
than the minimum requirements approach (Table 5). Most of
the results indicated that nearly all of the variables in
the initial expanded model were statistically
insignificant.
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Nonlinear models as well as models weighted by
various explanatory variables were tested. A precedent for
using these transformations for regional models was not
discovered in the received regional economics literature.
The transformed models did not yield believable results.
A further transformation was performed wherein the
variables were converted into a per capita basis. This
transformation did not improve the results; moreover, the
combination of population and income units were difficult
to interpret. The per capita econometric model did not
represent the arguments put forth in the conceptual model.
Regressions were performed with location and
population represented as the only exogenous variables.
These regressions gave results showing significance for
both location and population. This was believable in that
nonbasic incomes would be expected to increase in the
aggregate with increased population. There also appeared
to be a joint effect between the population of a region
and its location on residentiary incomes. The least
populous regions in Oregon tended to be the most distant
from urban areas.
When the basic income variables were individually
regressed on the residentiary variables, much variability
appeared in the coefficient of determination (R2). The R2
for transfer payments as the sole explanatory variable was
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consistently greater than 0.70. The R2 for the extractive
sector as the only independent variable was greater than
0.4 0 in three of the five regressions. The coefficient of
determination was less than 0.30 in all single variable
regressions for commuting income, for other basic earned
income and for investment income (Appendix D.). These
single variable regressions generally tend to support the
results of the full econometric model displayed in Tables
7-11.
The variables for location and population were
combined with those for basic incomes as interactive
terms. The results indicated that for four of the
regressions the income variables had negative signs
(Appendix D.). This is essentially unexplainable: model
specification error in the form of some omitted variable
may have occurred. The correlation coefficient matrix
indicates the possible presence of collinearity between
population and transfers, extractive incomes and other
earned basic incomes. This is expected since an increase
in the various above named incomes should increase with
population size for rural counties.
The correlation matrix for the explanatory variables
indicated the presence of possible multicollinearity
between ATP (all transfer payments) and EXT (extractive
exports), with the correlation coefficient equal to 0.758.
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ATP and BAS (other basic sectors), had a correlation
coefficient equal to 0.476. This result is to be expected
since transfer payments and the extractive industries are
an important part of the economic base throughout rural
Oregon. The rural amenities that were mentioned in chapter
four as possible attractions for retired transfer payment
recipients are often found in the counties in which
fishing, farming and forestry are located. Appendix A
indicates the growth of the retiree age cohort (persons
aged 65 and older) in the rural counties used in this
study. Even though multicollinearity exists between the
extractive and transfer payments variables it would be a
gross error to eliminate any of these variables.
In order to best represent the conceptual model
developed throughout chapter two, a variant of the
Shahidsaless et al. (1983) model was developed. This
variant model was used because of its inclusion of
population and location as interactive terms with the
basic sectors. It tended to reduce the effects of
multicollinearity between the basic variables. This model
explains the impacts of regional location and population
size of different basic income sources on residentiary
incomes.
The results of the regression estimation for each of
the residentiary sectors is given in Tables 7-11. The
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graph of the fitted value for each of the five regressions
and the associated squared residuals revealed no
systematic pattern. Hence, it was concluded that
heteroscedasticity was not a problem in any of the five
regressions.
Many of the variables had coefficients with
consistent signs for all regressions as can be observed
from Tables 7-11. Every variable, except EXT, had the same
sign for at least four regressions. The consistency of the
signs indicated some degree of similitude between the
dependent variables. An aggregate variable for nonbasic
income had been used as the dependent variable in previous
research (Bolton, 1966; McNulty, 1977).
Each regression used the same set of explanatory
variables. The R" for business services was the lowest, at
0.793. It was unclear whether this was due to the model
specification or to the sample of data used. The single
variable regressions indicated a low R" for every
explanatory variable individually regressed on business
services. It was interesting to note that the regression
for business services was the only one in which the
constant term, the extractive coefficient and the
population interaction term for extractive exports were
significant. It might be that collinearity exists between
the specified variables and an omitted variable. It also
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might be that a minimum amount of business services such
as legal services, agricultural services and educational
services exist in the rural counties regardless of the
level of activity in the basic sectors.
The coefficient for the location interaction term for
the nonextractive earned exports (DBAS) was the only
location variable that was consistently significant. The
negative sign for the coefficient occurred in all
regressions. The distance to the nearest SMSA (location)
is a scalar in the interactive terms over the study
period. In the aggregate, the nonextractive earned basic
sectors declined over the study period (Figure 2). The
data indicates that other basic earnings declined
dramatically during 1982 while rebounding slightly in
1984. This performance was particularly the case for the
more isolated counties (those in excess of 90 miles from a
SMSA). The distance of 90 miles was chosen for
illustrative purposes only. A threshold distance denoting
a quantitative definition of "isolation" was not
calculated, or even assumed for this research.
The coefficients estimated for the transfer payment
arguments were significant in 7 of the 15 cases.
Generally, it appears that transfer payments have an
impact on nonmetropolitan residentiary sectors. Transfers
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have a positive impact overall, and particularly in the
more isolated counties in Oregon.
It has been documented that transfer payments grew
steadily from 1962 to 1982 (Smith, et al. 1986).

Transfer

payments grew steadily, in the aggregate, for the duration
of the study period. Transfer payments grew in counties of
all population sizes (Appendix C). However, Appendix A
indicates that while the retiree cohort of the population
grew, total population declined between 1979-1984 in many
counties. It might be that since the earned export sectors
declined in 1982 and did not entirely recover, the role
that transfer payments took in the economic base was more
important.
The effect of investment income on local sectors was
consistently negative. This might be due to a tendency to
reinvest the income or to spend it out of the county of
residence. The data indicated that investment incomes were
disproportionately small, particularly in the most
populous counties (populations greater than 60,000) and
somewhat in the least populous counties (populations less
than 20,000). In aggregate terms, investment incomes
constituted a smaller part of the economic base than did
the earned income exports or transfer payments. It did
exhibit continuous growth over the study period (Figure
2). The export component of investment income was
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estimated by the location quotient method which was
unprecedented in the received literature. This estimation
process for investment exports deserved further conceptual
exploration.
The arguments for the extractive sectors were
insignificant in 11 of 15 cases. This is due primarily to
the poor and erratic performance in the aggregate of these
sectors during the study period (Figure 3). The
statistical insignificance of the extractive variable
coefficient is further substantiated by the consistently
low R2 in the single variable regressions (Appendix D.)
These sectors declined drastically in 1982 but rebounded
somewhat in 1984. The steady growth of the residentiary
sectors, except retail incomes, shown in the aggregate in
Figure 2 also contributed to the insignificant, or
negative, correlation between the EXT variables and the
dependent variables.
The performance of the extractive sectors and the
retail sectors took the same course throughout the study
period. Figure 1 showed the same pattern over time for the
retail sectors as Figure 2 did for the extractive sector.
However the extractive variable was insignificant with
respect to the regression for retail incomes. An omitted
variable that simultaneously affected both the extractive
and retail sectors might be the cause of these results.
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The same inconsistency took place for the financial
sectors and the extractive sectors.
Results of the Hypothesis Testing
The hypotheses were tested for each of the
regressions. The t statistic was used for significance
testing. Statistic significance was identified for the
estimated coefficients with a one-tailed test. In each
case the null hypothesis required a nonpositive
coefficient, while the alternate hypothesis required a
positive coefficient.
The signs and the statistical significance of the
regression coefficients were generally unexpected. It may
have been that, due in part to multicollinearity of the
exogenous variables (Appendix D) and the omission of
unknown variables, the econometric model was misspecified.
This possible difficulty has not been substantiated in
this thesis but deserves consideration when the results of
this analysis are reviewed and further regional growth
studies are undertaken. The remaining discussion briefly
explains the possible reasons for the estimation results.
The hypotheses are listed and discussed at the end of
chapter four. The results are given here following the
restatement of the hypotheses. There are eight hypotheses
and they are as follows:
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(1) A large distance to a SMSA, location of a basic
activity, is hypothesized as an opportunity for local
sector growth. Intermediate and adjacent location of basic
activities to metropolitan areas is likewise hypothesized
as a hindrance to residentiary growth.
a. Retail: For the retail regression the DBAS
variable was negative. It was expected that the basic
income earned in counties near metro areas would be spent
in the urban markets.
The impact coefficient for DATP was positive. This
might be indicative of the desire for rural amenities by
transfer payment recipients and the impact of those
recipients on rural retail sectors being affected by their
location. This supports the conclusions of Bender (1987);
the Fuji Bank (1984); Gillis (1985); Johnson (1985).
b. Consumer Services: The results for consumer
services yielded the same significant variables as for
retail. The inferences drawn would then be the same as for
retail.
c. Business Services: The location interaction term
for BAS was negative. This was not the expected result,
since it was thought that counties close to SMSAs would
suffer service leakages to the urban counties.
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d. Finance, Insurance and Real Estate: The location
interaction term for BAS was negative. This was the
opposite result than from what was expected a priori,
since it was thought that counties close to SMSAs would
suffer leakages to the urban counties.
The negative signs for the location interactive terms
are indicative of a heterogeneous dependent variable. The
small counties must compete with the large markets with
respect to all goods and services classified as retail,
service and finance. Higher ordered goods are more often
found in the more populous regions. Those rural regions
are near metropolitan areas and have smaller location
values. The markets of the more populous, less isolated
counties would tend to draw customers from the isolated
counties for higher ordered goods shopping opportunities.
(2) The presence of basic activities in more populous
areas contributes to residentiary growth, while export
income received in less populous regions tends to be spent
in more populous regions.
PINV was significant for all residentiary sectors. It
appeared from examining the data that the interaction of
population on investment income resulted in a weighting
process towards the more populous counties. It was
mentioned that these counties have disproportionately
small investment exports. Yet the counties intermediate in
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population size have large investment income sectors and
probably were responsible for the estimation outcome.
PBAS and PEXT were significant for the business
service and local government sectors. The more populous
rural counties favored the expansion of these two
residentiary sectors. Business services specializing in
serving manufacturing or extractive sectors may tend to
locate in the more populous rural counties.
(3) Age is hypothesized as an important factor for
determining the size of local expenditures. This
hypothesis is addressed by the transfer payment variable
serving as an implicit retiree variable. Similarly,
transfer payments, due to the fact that they are neither
spatially determined nor affected by the changes in
extraregional demand, are hypothesized to have a positive
and significant impact on residentiary sectors.
This hypothesis was confirmed in every regression.
Although the variable ATP represented all transfers, the
retiree component constituted the major share. Appendix A
further validates the use of ATP as a retiree proxy.
Transfer payments grew steadily because the retiree
population cohort grew in each rural county.
(4) The traditional components of the export base,
earned exports, are expected a priori to have a positive
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and significant correlation with the dependent variables.
However, this correlation may be altered or diminished due
to the changes in extraregional demand for Oregon's goods
and services during the study period.
The variables that stood for the traditional
components of the export base, BAS and EXT, were largely
insignificant. This might be both indicative of their poor
performance and the growth of the residentiary sectors
during the study period (Figures 2 and 3).
(5) For rural counties out-commuting is hypothesized
to dominate the effects of in-commuting. Export incomes
earned by out-commuters are hypothesized to have a
positive effect on nonbasic income.
COMM was negative for the retail and consumer service
regressions. This was contrary to a priori expectations.
The effect of commuting on local sector income was
probably that of a leakage to some counties net of any
commuter expenditures in the county of employment.
The effect of income associated with commuting is to
increase retail and consumer services incomes in the
region in which the commuter works. The expenditures made
by the commuter becomes a source of export income captured
by the county of employment from nonresidents. This income
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is lost to the retail and consumer services establishments
in which the commuter resides.
The size of the counties between which the commuting
takes place is unknown. It is known that several of the
least populous counties have net in-commuting, which is
contrary to the assumption that commuters work in more
populous counties while living in the lesser populated
counties. In-commuter expenditures may be an important
source of export income. Conversely, counties in which a
large part of the workforce out-commutes may seek to
promote local opportunities for these workers.
(6) Investment income is hypothesized to have a
positive effect on residentiary sector growth. Little is
known concerning the impacts of investment incomes on
nonbasic incomes. The effect of investment income
recipients expenditures is assumed to interact with the
effects of wage earners and transfer payments recipients.
The effect of investment income (INV) on residentiary
income was negative in every regression. This would lend a
guarded substantiation of the observation that the
recipients of investment income might be either
reinvesting or spending away from their county of
residence.
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(7) It is hypothesized that the coefficients for the
various arguments will differ from dependent variable to
dependent variable.
Although the signs for the regressions on the whole
were consistent, the coefficients varied widely between
individual regressions. The results were listed in tables
7 through 11, which provided the regression results.
(8) It is hypothesized that the multipliers for
nonearnings will be larger than for earned exports in
Oregon's nonmetropolitan counties. This is due to the
performance of the various sectors during the time period
used in this study.
The coefficients for traditional components of the
export base (BAS and EXT) were largely insignificant for
the various regressions. Conversely, the transfer payments
component of the export base (ATP) was significant in
every regression. The implication here would be that with
this model and data set, transfer payments had a larger
positive impact on each residentiary sector than either
the extractive or the other basic sectors.
Composite impact coefficients have been calculated
for each of the five regressions. These coefficients sum
the impacts of the economic linkages as well as the
location and population interactive terms on the
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residentiary incomes. A numerical example helps to explain
how the coefficients were derived and what they mean. This
example provides a calculation of the effects of transfer
payments, location and population on retail income for two
imaginary counties.
Dependent Variable: Retail Income
Independent Variable: ATP, DATP and PATP
Retail

Coefficient

County A

County B

ATP

0.314

$100

$100

DATP

0.001

10 miles

100 miles

PATP

0.000

50,000

10,000

The composite impact coefficients are the sum of the
effects of the basic income variable and the two
interactive terms. The effect on retail income of the $100
of transfer payments on a county 10 miles from a
metropolitan city ($31.40 for economic linkages + $1.00
for location + $0 for population) is $32.40 for County A.
The effect on retail income of the $100 of transfer
payments on a county 100 miles from a metropolitan city
($31.40 for economic linkages + $10.00 for location + $0
for population) is $41.40 for County B. The impact of
location and regional population with respect to transfer
payments on retail incomes is a $41.40 increase for each
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$100 of transfers and each 100 miles since population is
not a factor. The interaction term for transfer payments
(DATP) permits the identification of the effect of $100 of
transfer payments on residentiary activities situated in
counties of different distances from SMSAs. The example
indicates that the impact of $100 of transfer payments on
retail income differs by $9 between a county located 10
miles from a SMSA and a county situated 100 miles from a
SMSA. The location and the population interaction terms,
where statistically significant, indicate the differences
in the impact of the basic sectors on residentiary sectors
for regions of different location and population size.
The results have been provided in this chapter. The
regressions admit of certain bias due to constraints found
in the data set, in the omissions of unreported export
incomes, in the minimum requirements export estimation,
and subsequent omission of tourism-related, service and
retail exports, in the export estimations (particularly
for investment income), in the time period and in the
aggregate form of the explanatory variables. Possible
misspecification of the econometric model has been alluded
to. The results of the impact coefficients were surprising
and required further statistical testing to verify the
results reported here. Such verification was not pursued
in this thesis and was left for future research. These
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shortcomings, and the implications they represent, shall
be discussed in the final chapter.

Figure 2.
Residentiary Incomes for Rural Oregon Counties by Year
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Table 7.
Retail Coefficients
Dependent Variable is RETL
Coefficient

c

102529
0.0576
-0.0007
0
0.0882
-0.0009
0
0.3141
0.0011
0
-0.9779
0.0007
0
-0.0457

EXT
DEXT
PEXT
BAS
DBAS
PBAS
ATP
DATP
PATP
INV
DINV
PINV
COMM
R2

0.9196

Standard Error
1402091
0.0871
0.0005
0
0.0786
0.0002
0
0.1149
0.0006
0
0.3193
0.0016
0
0.0181

F-Statistic

T-statistic
0.0731
0.6617
-1.4300
1.5132
1.1225
-3.7691
0.1289
2.7341 *
2.0412 *
-3.0963
-3.0626
0.4611
4.2676 *
-2.5178
58.93

* denotes significance at the 0.05 level, one-tailed test
0 values-denote values less than 0.0001
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Table 8.
Consumer Service Coefficients
Dependent Variable is CSER
Coefficient
C
EXT
DEXT
PEXT
BAS
DBAS
PBAS
ATP
DATP
PATP
INV
DINV
PINV
COMM

1209716
-0.0482
-0.0003
0
0.1501
-0.0015
0
0.2001
0.0014
0
-0.7554
0.0007
0
-0.0438

Standard Error
1042317
0.0650
0.0004
0
0.0584
0.0002
0
0.0854
0.0004
0
0.2374
0.0012
0
0.0135

T-statistic
1.1605
-0.7437
-0.9057
1.6680
2.5687
-8.2862
-0.0221
2.3434
3.3021
-1.9720
-3.1828
-0.6419
4.5236
-3.2498

*
*
*

*

Rz 0.9482
F-Statistic 94.34
* denotes significance at the 0.05 level, one-tailed test
0 values denote values less than 0.0001
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Table 9.
Business Service Coefficients
Dependent Variable is BSER
Coefficient

c
EXT
DEXT
PEXT
BAS
DBAS
PBAS
ATP
DATP
PATP
INV
DINV
PINV
COMM

3352703
-0.2504
0.0010
0
0.0092
-0.0014
0
0.2592
0
0
-0.7100
0.0008
0
-0.0070

Standard Error
1215000
0.0755
0.0004
0
0.0681
0.0002
0
0.0995
0.0005
0
0.2767
0.0013
0
0.0157

T-statistic
2.7594
-3.3154
2.2940
2.5360
0.1352
-6.5149
-2.3643
2.6039
-0.0923
-2.4686
-2.5662
0.6415
2.4921
-0.4422

*
*
*

*

*

R^ 0.7929
F-Statistic 19.74
* denotes significance at the 0.05 level, one-tailed test
0 values denote values less than 0.0001
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Table 10.
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate Coefficients
Dependent Variable is FIRE
Coefficient

c
EXT
DEXT
PEXT
BAS
DBAS
PBAS
ATP
DATP
PATP
INV
DINV
PINV
COMM

-186290
0.0068
0.0001
0
0.0150
-0.0003
0
0.1309
0.0002
0
-0.7110
0.0028
0
-0.0007

Standard Error
829182
0.0515
0.0003
0
0.0465
0.0001
0
0.0679
0.0003
0
0.1888
0.0009
0
0.0107

T-statistic
-0.2247
0.1314
-0.4007
0.7397
0.3225
-2.3520
0.4918
1.9275 *
0.4686
-1.6794
-3.7654
3.0814 *
4.3365 *
-0.0632

R^ 0.8544
F-Statistic 30.24
* denotes significance at the 0.05 level, one-tailed test
0 values denote values less than 0.0001
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Table 11.
Local Government Coefficients
Dependent Variable is LOCL
Coefficient

c
EXT
DEXT
PEXT
BAS
DBAS
PBAS
ATP
DATP
PATP
INV
DINV
PINV
COMM

1509396
0.0003
0
0
-0.1315
-0.0001
0
0.5504
0.0002
0
-0.9274
0.0019
0
-0.0251

Standard Error
1364872
0.0849
0.0005
0
0.0765
0.0002
0
0.1118
0.0005
0
0.3108
0.0015
0
0.0177

T-statistic
1.1059
0.0036
-0.0474
2.0031
-1.7193
-0.4652
2.3058
4.9220
0.0878
-3.5814
-2.9839
1.2214
2.7541
-1.4209

*
*
*

*

R^ 0.9647
F-Statistic 140.74
* denotes significance at the 0.05 level, one-tailed test
0 values denote values less than 0.0001
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Table 12
Composite Impact Coefficients for Each Residentiary Sector
a
RETAIL
Extractive
Other Basic
Transfer Payments
Investment Income
Commuter

*
*
0.4285
*
*
CONSUMER SERVICES

Extractive
Other Basic
Transfer Payments
Investment Income
Commuter

*
*
0.3457
*
*
BUSINESS SERVICES

Extractive
Other Basic
Transfer Payments
Investment Income
Commuter

*
*
0.2592
*
*

FINANCE. INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Extractive
Other Basic
Transfer Payments
Investment Income
Commuter

*
*
0.1517
*
*

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Extractive
Other Basic
Transfer Payments
Investment Income
Commuter

*
*
0.5508
*
*

* denotes lack of statistical significance of the economic
linkage coefficient at the 0.05 level, one-tailed test
a

Coefficients provided are the sum of the economic
linkage terms, the population interactive and the location
interactive terms. The two interactive terms, population
and location, take average values for this table. The
average value for the location term is 104 miles while the
population term takes an average value of 35,565 people
over the study period.
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Chapter Six
CONCLUSION

Unearned incomes, particularly transfer payments,
played an important part in the Oregon economy from 1979
to 1984. If transfer payments had not been made in Oregon,
the economic downturn of 1982 would have been far more
severe. They did not stimulate growth so much as they
provided revenue, through their expenditure, for
residentiary firms and income for the unemployed and
elderly. The importance of transfer payments underscored
the consumer power and probable wealth of retirees, in
general. The analysis that was conducted invites further
exploration of the expenditure patterns and assets of
those who have retired and/or are 65 years and older. The
structure of the rural Oregon base has changed from an
extractive-dependent to a retiree- and extractivedependent economy (Figure 3). The population changes from
1979 to 1984 (Figure 4) supported the observation that
retirees were increasing as a percent of total population
in rural counties. Public policy makers should plan for
the needs of persons 65 years and older in the regional
development plan. The remainder of this chapter summarizes
the study and develops this discussion.
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development plan. The remainder of this chapter summarizes
the study and develops this discussion.
The following discussion shall have three parts. The
first section will explain if or how the objectives have
been achieved. The second part will discuss the policy
implications of the analytical findings. The final section
will provide several suggestions for future study.
Meeting the Objectives of this Thesis
Two broad study goals have been addressed in this
thesis: to estimate the economic base and to estimate the
impact of earned and unearned exports on residentiary
sectors for the rural Oregon counties. Each of the
estimation procedures required the development of a
methodological approach. The economic base analysis
utilized three techniques, each of which was particularly
matched to a set of economic sectors. Great care was taken
in applying the techniques to the data aggregated at the
proper level. Conceptual arguments were made for the
particular application of the techniques.

A conceptual

model was derived from important elements affecting
regional growth, omitted from the export model. The
conceptual model was made operational by both borrowing
from several published models and fitting a limited data
set to a hybrid regional growth model.
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Estimating the economic base and subsequently the
impact coefficients (Table 12) were intertwined
activities. Thus, fulfilling the first goal provided the
data base that was used in addressing the second.
The primary difficulty encountered with the base
analysis was the choice of the referent for the minimum
requirements technique. Table 6 displayed the manner in
which the counties were grouped. The results obtained for
the sectors estimated with the minimum requirements method
appeared to be biased. Sparsely populated and isolated
counties, with undiverse economies, served as the chief
rural referents. The basic components of the retail,
service and hospitality sectors appeared to be
overestimated. This could not be verified since a
benchmark for county exports was unavailable.
Due to errors in estimating their basic components,
the transportation, hospitality and utility sectors were
not used in the multiplier analysis. The bias also
resulted in the omission of any estimation for tourism or
nonlocal consumption of local retail, service or other
tertiary activity. This in turn led to possible bias in
the dependent variables used in the regressions. The
dependent variables were assigned as completely
residentiary, since better estimations were unavailable.
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Given the difficulties with the base analysis, the
estimation of the basic impacts on nonbasic sectors and
subsequent hypothesis testing of statistical significance
was also difficult. Arguments stipulating the importance
of market development (population) and market distance
(location) were drawn from beyond the narrow assumptions
of the base concepts. These two variables were found to
have an important interactive effect with basic sectors
and as various interactive variables jointly impacted
county residentiary sector incomes. By dropping the
assumption of uniform regional multipliers a model of
county economic growth was formulated that was more
comprehensive than differential models that were cited.
The variables representing location and population
size were added. The model had become a hybrid,
representing central place and economic base arguments. It
was a conceptual improvement derived from arguments
concerning earned income, nonearnings, commuting,
population size and regional isolation. It was an
extension of the work of Hirschl and Summers (1982) and of
Shahidsaless et al. (1983). The model extended economic
base theory in order to incorporate the demand for higher
ordered goods, age specific consumption behavior and
agglomeration economies. The hierarchy of market size and
the influence of market competition between proximate or
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isolated markets yielded a more comprehensive conceptual
model than previously published regional growth models.
Both the amount of data used and the time period
covered, limited the analysis. Since covered wage and
salary data were used, most of the proprietors' income was
omitted. The amount of data that had been divided into
basic and nonbasic shares was limited for the purposes of
estimating the correlations between export and
residentiary incomes. Although the data used for the
explanatory variables were carefully analyzed, there were
a limited number of observations (81). The time period
contained a peak (1979) as well as trough (1982) for the
timber industry, which is an important source of jobs and
wages in rural counties. The number of years (three) and
counties (27) were too small to use individual export
sectors as explanatory variables.
The estimation of the coefficients reflected the
stability of the unearned export sectors, during the study
period. Proxies for the traditional export sectors (EXT
and BAS) had little impact on the performance of the
residentiary sectors. The afore-mentioned results, in
combination with the consistent statistical and graphical
significance of unearned export sectors, provided
unexpected results. The earned export variables
represented a wide assortment of industries each with
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unique economic linkages. The aggregate earned export
variables yielded a mix of impacts in the form of a single
coefficient. Model specification error, in terms of
omitted and aggregated variables, played a part in the
results of the estimation. Furthermore, the amount of data
was too limited to draw any broad conclusions from the
regressions.
It appears that the results must be considered in a
guarded light. Although data limitations existed, the
regressions yielded results consistent with the trends
occuring in the components of personal income. The results
were also consistent with the effects of the business
cycle in which the study took place. In the aggregate,
earned exports declined from their zenith in 1979 and did
not regain the previous level of incomes, while unearned
exports grew substantially during the study period.
Investment incomes had a negative impact on residentiary
sectors, while transfers had a positive one. Distant
location had a negative effect, for earned exports, on
residentiary sectors but a positive one, for unearned
exports, on the same. Large population had a positive
effect, for all arguments save transfers, on residentiary
sectors. The surrogate for income associated with
commuting had a negative impact on local markets. These
results, taken with caution, imply certain policy
considerations.
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Policy Considerations
It appears that many problems were associated with
the analysis and bear on the results. Yet, the recent
growth of unearned incomes as well as service and retail
sectors have been documented throughout this thesis. The
findings of this analysis indicated the importance of
transfer payments as components of the export base. This
was especially the case in comparison with the downturn
experienced by earned income exports.
Policy makers should take into consideration the
amenities sought out by the mobile retiree. This is not
only important in terms of the possible in-migrant but for
the individuals "aging in place." Rural counties should
foster a residentiary market climate to compliment the
natural endowments that they possess. Earned incomes have
traditionally played an important role in determining the
economic well being of rural counties. However, according
to measurements performed by Smith et al. (1986), unearned
incomes have increased their share of total personal
income relative to earned incomes. Hence, policy planning
should include alternatives to natural resource
exploitation and industrial development.
Local sector activity should be promoted such that it
enhances the rural county's ability to compete for
consumer expenditures (Gillis, 1985; Bender, 1987).
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Certain residentiary sectors have been documented as
important for retired consumers (BLS 1985, 1986). Health
care, a component of the consumer services, and
pharmaceutical goods, a component of retail goods, should
be promoted. Though not substantiated by findings given
here, public transportation may also be a means for those
residents unwilling to travel to obtain access to shopping
opportunities. Increased availability of leisure
activities, though not explicitly documented here, might
also reduce leakages of retiree export incomes
(Barton,1955; Harmston, 1979; Fuji Bank, 1984; BLS 1985
and 1986).
Suggested Future Studies
Several improvements to this study might suggest
future opportunities for study. An expanded data set, for
which base and multiplier analysis might be conducted,
would provide a more conclusive study of regional growth.
This would involve obtaining a longer time series data
set. Also a cross-sectional data set of counties drawn
from the western states and stratified by population,
location and general economic activities would be needed.
Furthermore, some measure of proprietor's income should
also be included to create a more comprehensive data base.
Further development of the expanded assumptions of
the base concepts would also suggest future regional
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analysis. The model used here attempted to integrate
concepts from central place theory (location and
population) and it used surrogates for commuting activity
(COMM) and for age (ATP). More work is required in order
to better understand the interaction between residentiary
growth, regional consumer preference and regional
demographic characteristics.
The importance of retirees, possibly even those of
pre-retirement age (55-65) as well as those mobile and
wealthy, suggests further analysis of regional growth.
Understanding age-dependent consumer behavior might be a
means for examining the role retirees or even young
families play in a region's economy. It also might shed
some light on migration and the role it plays in regional
economies.
The demographic composition and residential
preferences of investment income recipients and their
consumption habits suggests further analysis. Little is
known about the recipients of investment income and less
yet about their expenditure patterns. This might be an
important source of information, given the recent growth
in investment incomes.
It appears that this thesis provides limited but
useful information for policy planners. The study assessed
the structure of the county economy during a period of
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great uncertainty and change in Oregon. It also served to
bring community characteristics, such as the degree of
isolation, population size and amount of commuting
activity, into the analysis. There is potential for
economic well being in rural counties, given the stable
and increasing growth of the retiree population, their
associated sources of income and the employment and income
growth stimulated by retiree expenditures.

Figure 4.
Population Growth for Total and Retiree Population
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Appendix A.
Total Population, Retiree Population and Population Change
COUNTY POPULATION

PERCENT CHANGE

1979

1982

1984

65+
TOTAL

2470
16600

2680
16240

2800
16000

13.36
-3.61

65+
TOTAL

4870
71300

5405
69600

5763
68500

18.34
-3.93

65+
TOTAL

4660
31800

5005
32700

5252
32900

12.70
3.46

65+
TOTAL

3670
34500

4120
36200

4287
36200

16.81
4.93

65+
TOTAL

7190
63500

8350
61750

9005
61000

25.24
-3.94

65+
TOTAL

1640
12700

1790
12900

2006
13000

22.32
2.36

65+
TOTAL

2560
17150

3150
.17200

3534
17100

38.05
-0.29

65+
TOTAL

6170
54500

6975
64350

8208
64000

33.03
17.43

65+
TOTAL

9260
89300

10985
92050

12035
91400

29.97
2.35

65+
TOTAL

960
7800

1060
7970

1124
8050

17.08
3.21

65+
TOTAL

790
8000

860
7515

858
7250

8.61
-9.38

1979-1984

BAKER

BENTON

CLATSOP

COLUMBIA

COOS

CROOK

CURRY

DESCHUTES

DOUGLAS

GRANT

HARNEY
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COUNTY POPULATION

PERCENT CHANGE

1979

1982

1984

1979-1984

1970
15800

2060
15870

2160
16400

9.64
3.80

950
10800

1200
12225

1314
12200

38.32
12.96

65+
TOTAL

8290
54800

9590
59000

10649
60300

28.46
10.04

65+
TOTAL

5870
60000

6685
59200

7176
58200

22.25
-3.00

65+
TOTAL

800
7200

900
7625

948
7600

18.50
5.56

65+
TOTAL

5670
33000

6360
36600

6706
37300

18.27
13.03

65+
TOTAL

9460
89500

10700
88850

11602
89900

22.64
0.45

65+
TOTAL

3300
26100

3545
27175

3867
27800

17.18
6.51

65+
TOTAL

660
7400

750
7260

781
7500

18.33
1.35

65+
TOTAL

5340
46000

5895
45060

6141
45000

15.00
-2.17

65+
TOTAL

3190
21000

3605
21150

3801
22000

19.15
4.76

65+
TOTAL

6590
55800

7030
60000

7385
60600

12.06
8.60

HOOD RIVER
65+
TOTAL
JEFFERSON
65+
TOTAL
JOSEPHINE

KLAMATH

LAKE

LINCOLN

LINN

MALHEUR

MORROW

POLK

TILLAMOOK

UMATILLA
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COUNTY POPULATION

PERCENT CHANGE

1979

1982

1984

1979-1984

65+
TOTAL

2770
24000

2970
24410

3201
24800

15.56
3.33

65+
TOTAL

1090
7500

1120
7390

1164
7550

6.79
0.67

65+
TOTAL

3040
21800

3160
22700

3343
22500

9.97
3.21

65+
TOTAL

6630
51200

7115
56575

7488
57000

12.94
11.33

UNION

WALLOWA

WAS CO

YAMHILL
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Appendix B.
Dependent Variables (Real 1982 Dollars)
RETL
2739354
1512211
2388131
3149762
3558612
5363511
5239976
9170972
6682042
6268256
7701564
12756173
10349294
14895383
16019123
17562742
9012608
10330788
23384525
36109669
27036453
29689396
31346893
32681964
28961604
36730382
38398439
1393963
2249558
2417677
2343432
2357398
4346105
3600146
7190038
6091709
5017900
6780856
10561821
8622297
12260169
13849299
8491485
14168876
7598251
21359539
21846489

BSER
281155
218789
283746
430327
695235
7120358
637786
1155036
1567715
723080
1267215
2846905
2862331
2345198
2891933
3858957
2099833
3312375
9330850
10548309
4749019
7764796
6080294
11086598
23231458
12444387
11444134
204968
307779
609292
246807
410656
8018919
621883
1464970
1556474
1241179
1853196
3834096
2562262
2755362
2983715
1622413
3867093
3268079
10386108
5043078

FIRE
741870
840588
828137
622387
639550
1276695
1007204
1643350
2764211
1826644
2047883
3075266
2583126
3705677
4461487
4979664
2754449
5382716
10044313
22165042
8041472
9135006
9339239
11272754
10958992
12424106
14055958
747757
825016
546047
618674
671601
1102610
1073747
1505590
2669886
1826152
1712741
2754710
2455492
3526495
4660054
2266317
5258158
3973511
11415850
7958603

CSER
421664
400015
958742
423368
777215
1230253
3006347
4828178
4282272
2151142
4876316
9155986
9997218
10043880
12087272
5360271
8077118
8598504
14095023
21689701
17717004
19211192
21823163
19299851
27274559
28783481
26121818
384463
869880
900274
757992
409533
1230027
3180269
5415211
4465435
2178548
5101261
10641318
10541204
11072074
14276024
4116871
6446790
8758448
14861473
19499129

LOCL
5982559
4933889
5035436
5340196
6271243
9131674
6180392
9634061
8645186
11778445
14690151
15482977
12252710
17867934
24830463
27285492
23845160
17669975
30698244
36734375
35073681
35540754
31155625
51623154
33017280
64086595
58605076
6203076
5511261
5654248
6146377
5684063
9253491
5996354
9538865
8811840
10675403
16412206
15979099
13771232
17126979
23704181
24628973
30093693
16572517
33434954
33069265

163
RETL
24231299
24440980
23403831
28705455
24156245
30310666
29205742
2423839
1174587
2200204
2599965
2743438
4165944
3341396
6028458
7174331
5342229
6729475
10911604
9015154
11693056
14184670
8460142
14532939
10570438
21090156
24042510
24439825
25620558
25113653
32431959
23303403
33716541
33660285

BSER
6666684
7188339
7886188
9742712
28027856
10272057
9230283
549225
230741
381426
318309
514434
7715845
604623
1731952
1853653
1199239
2251532
3711278
2873779
2862921
3414774
4370521
4441357
2910736
11619560
6085172
5538589
7560451
7141931
11912183
32649651
11135953
12247563

FIRE
8082418
9448436
8535325
16866345
9859977
11904432
10781615
607655
707578
841972
562031
769645
1060312
1116068
2528917
1396722
1551411
1261601
2779302
3013426
3531226
4449002
2250313
5245173
4121921
11373663
8407713
7481903
8934184
8622484
15406957
11677435
14189593
11726815

CSER
22067646
20144134
18733858
27222311
33450741
26748666
31430196
994392
448071
920264
744905
489620
1127745
3150531
4401881
5508943
3033673
5199466
11240888
10914986
10949091
14724713
6468209
7575576
9274491
15079879
22958238
22194747
22197222
20263206
31905708
33390537
28175132
34563160

LOCL
31438850
34862238
48971355
37462865
32756913
55659308
60950174
5448673
6289157
5416020
5930825
5739327
9530160
6020297
8088281
9408840
8996660
14883900
14994444
13761887
17231348
22976878
22411352
29512552
15584797
32850916
30883623
29209761
35293513
47230707
40333267
32570656
55196678
57409908
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Appendix C.
Explanatory Variables (Real 1982 Dollars)
EXT
21184827
52889230
18971714
24249391
30750522
19010151
38676482
33875033
27790915
33406243
39533113
33952515
41591878
32773205
78933950
52016604
62555592
59878897
82555078
54818467
60660587
68420798
115491461
146693108
46275126
230182915
180864522
43175990
8777223
10158141
13898195
10618425
14960410
19089928
20148653
6287613
20275766
33494119
21393896
27554893
34885422
56412153
41949393
42235109
40803285
56028038
32948473
78992677

BAS
16308602
3602202
4635309
12660852
6653041
18848284
31963439
9760417
16207470
7656715
16374627
50252592
19567784
12463286
11994880
12536071
43776620
46403307
36221042
34915084
34934266
79981025
326697692
24596252
139925842
58664839
94263304
4913450
4759724
6847513
12953699
10660354
13431537
15228135
8699854
15438932
8198192
14555531
41304977
20802650
10247194
12971990
7671272
30206428
33522843
35633041
31938355
35078684

ATP
10105598
8033079
11895674
11083969
9922392
14213740
18525445
22786260
26469466
28069975
35800254
34772265
34751908
34094148
53282443
63982188
46581425
52793893
73825700
83851145
104354962
83390585
80226463
96426209
75194656
127751908
121600509
10134000
14197000
12111000
12293000
14111000
16972000
24137000
27518000
33827000
36828000
46244000
42905000
42546000
40638000
63561000
56314000
79861000
63384000
94045000
125738000
98351000

INV
585575
0
3703485
248528
0
3227713
3337818
2353665
5813791
12141747
7545816
3973670
1561692
8542376
7034518
15795351
0
6332013
3116429
21694324
22925968
0
4287579
0
15961603
0
0
0
5248645
3032604
2997158
2451131
4972850
4968225
6106358
11570584
16003153
11671112
7862838
6582325
13091538
11971987
0
21331444
14364119
4148170
35392248
15046558
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EXT
57053755
90292913
40361714
26729436
144322078
158184140
12931955
54103167
11573751
17011681
12947243
21669342
31976330
8277080
17494673
24123691
30203839
18300545
34974347
28066805
57932517
48891154
43940760
36037482
64843823
84734480
45588218
72315412
86803320
59173423
33682005
158775969
211246012

BAS
48342927
273133856
25350404
165415898
87888599
56937486
7594764
2379783
5594167
14514881
9841022
10730226
21768322
12956850
9057646
6720410
14709713
33689784
19882855
10393093
12827767
9167911
35676608
32417460
35207778
34896494
33585598
47703041
258961092
27625648
158211398
81287266
59349015

ATP
101752000
117333000
112772000
86292000
149253000
164938000
12743756
10668825
14841813
12700278
13824237
19228492
23274746
33895467
28306198
39647549
47550416
44673451
44867715
43559667
65657724
57461610
82320074.
65031452
95923219
98049954
130491212
104507863
121410731
116068455
90446809
153274746
165987049

INV
4843251
3123565
27822978
13500523
4115321
6866187
2432124
0
5144558
2221476
2897675
4797876
2911720
12786241
5900204
17345936
13496697
9472906
4541351
12763377
12503881
0
23526560
15722484
7353256
12177666
40860350
2767525
4854024
25342851
17091758
0
2987477
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COMM
30202000
-1530000
5641000
1103000
-19494000
-8876000
269195
-15595745
1849214
-253469
-186864
-2779833
474561
-1581869
2857539
3946346
2694727
12785384
-2629047
-12447734
-11924144
92357077
947271
104971323
79178538
7819611
636448
21439408
-530065
4275671
1111008
-1777428
-13998150

POP
60000
61750
64350
69600
88850
92050
7250
7500
7550
7600
8050
12200
13000
16000
16400
17100
22000
22500
24800
27800
32900
36200
37300
45000
57000
58200
60300
60600
61000
64000
68500
89900
91400

SMSA
140
127
128
33
20
71
184
157
226
171
184
109
139
128
66
168
72
85
169
69
94
30
84
14
31
75
29
140
127
128
33
20
71
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Appendix D.
Preliminary Results
Correlation Coefficient Matrix
EXT
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM
POP
SMSA

1.000
0.382
0.758
-0.182
-0.087
0.795
-0.384

BAS
1.000
0.476
-0.021
-0.014
0.538
-0.256

ATP
1..000
0..337
0..049
0..962
-0..558

INV

1.000
-0.054
0.231
-0.283

COMM

1.000
0.109
-0.403

POP

SMSA

1.000
-0.610 1.000

EXT extractive basic incomes
BAS other earned basic incomes
ATP all basic transfer payment incomes
INV basic component of monetary investment incomes
COMM basic incomes associated with commuting flows
POP population
SMSA distance from rural county seat to nearest
metropolitan city in road milage
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Single Variable Regressions
RETAIL
C
EXT

Coefficient
4678792
0.1833
R2 0.5803

C
BAS

Coefficient
10207238
0.0987
R2 0.2800

C
ATP

Coefficient
349431
0.2327
R 2 0.8241

C
INV

Coefficient
11338615
0.3348
R2 0.0661

C
COMM

Coefficient
14210675
-0.0111
R2 0.0001

Standard Error
1197674
0.0175

T-Statistic
3.9065
10.4518

F-Statistic 109.24
Standard Error
1248919
0.0178

T-Statistic
8.1729
5.5429

F-Statistic 30.72
Standard Error
878249
0.0121

T-Statistic
0.3979
19.2413

F-Statistic 370.27
Standard Error
1659388
0.1416

T-Statistic
6.8330
2.3638

F-Statistic 5.59
Standard Error
1270027
0.0400

T-Statistic
11.1893
-0.2784

F-Statistic 0.08
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CONSUMER SERVICES
C
EXT

Coefficient
3451440
0.1526
R2 0.4689

C
BAS

Coefficient
7578249
0.0942
R2 0.2975

C
ATP

Coefficient
-1354331
0.2141
R 2 0.8129

C
INV

Coefficient
8300264
0.3629
R 2 0.0905

C
COMM

Coefficient
3451440
-0.0164
R 2 0.0025

Standard Error
1247918
0.0183

T-Statistic
2.7658
8.3519

F-Statistic 69.75
Standard Error
1142689
0.0163

T-Statistic
6.6319
5.7838

F-Statistic 33.45
Standard Error
839066
0.0116

T-Statistic
-1.6141
18.5270

F-Statistic 343.24
Standard Error
1516778
0.1294

T-Statistic
5.4723
2.8033

F-Statistic 7.86
Standard Error
1175470
0.0370

T-Statistic
9.7440
-0.4440

F-Statistic 0.20
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BUSINESS SERVICES

c
EXT

Coefficient
2394696
0.0521
R2 0.1606

C
BAS

Coefficient
2969453
0.0532
R2 0.2794

C
ATP

Coefficient
115697
0.0839
R2 0.3670

C
INV

Coefficient
3898723
0.1420
R2 0.0408

C
COMM

Coefficient
5052349
0.0023
R2 0.0001

Standard Error
914689
0.0134

T-Statistic
2.6180
3.8884

F-Statistic 15.12
Standard Error
674731
0.0096

T-Statistic
4.4009
5.5348

F-Statistic 30.63
Standard Error
899836
0.0124

T-Statistic
0.1286
6.7675

F-Statistic 45.80
Standard Error
908168
0.0775

T-Statistic
4.2930
1.8326

F-Statistic 3.36
Standard Error
686141
0.0370

T-Statistic
7.3634
0.1077

F-Statistic 0.01
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FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

c
EXT

Coefficient
1642251
0.0682
R2 0.4161

C
BAS

Coefficient
3689710
0.0370
R2 0.2036

C
ATP

Coefficient
-503680
0.0957
R2 0.7209

C
INV

Coefficient
3687957
0.1769
R2 0.0955

C
COMM

Coefficient
5092404
0.0064
R2 0.0017

Standard Error
620836
0.0091

T-Statistic
2.6452
7.5041

F-Statistic 56.31
Standard Error
577280
0.0082

T-Statistic
6.3915
4.4941

F-Statistic 20.20
Standard Error
486283
0.0067

T-Statistic
-1.0358
14.2838

F-Statistic 204.03
Standard Error
717693
0.0613

T-Statistic
5.1386
2.8884

F-Statistic 8.34
Standard Error
557969
0.0176

T-Statistic
9.1267
0.3656

F-Statistic 0.1337
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

C
EXT

Coefficient
6490542
0.3027
R2 0.7336

C
BAS

Coefficient
16507968
0.1405
R2 0.2631

C
ATP

Coefficient
899938
0.3580
R2 0.9307

C
INV

Coefficient
19726938
0.2822
R2 0.0218

C
COMM

Coefficient
22068214
-0.0007
R2 0.0000

Standard Error
1401617
0.0205

T-Statistic
4.6307
14.7479

F-Statistic 217.50
Standard Error
1855807
0.0264

T-Statistic
8.8953
5.3106

F-Statistic 28.20
Standard Error
954370
0.0131

T-Statistic
0.9430
27.2335

F-Statistic 741.67
Standard Error
2494368
0.2129

T-Statistic
7.9086
1.3255

F-Statistic 1.76
Standard Error
1866272
0.0588

T-Statistic
11.8248
-0.0127

F-Statistic 0.00
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Population and Location Regressions
RETAIL

c
POP
SMSA

Standard Error
T-Statistic
Coefficient
1470085
-3658690
-2.4888
19.49
-0.0007
22.2728
8510
22417
2.6340
R2 0.8981
F-Statistic 343.65

CONSUMER SERVICES

c
POP
SMSA

Standard Error
Coefficient
T-Statistic
-4711974
1395279
-3.3771
-397.687
18.4999
21.4967
18023.19
8077.48
2.2313
R2 0.8930
F-Statistic 325.43

BUSINESS SERVICES

c
POP
SMSA

Standard Error
T-Statistic
Coefficient
-356933
1714555
-0.2082
22.733
7.1424
162.369
-3310.89
9925.82
-0.3336
R2 0.5246
F-Statistic 43.04

FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

c
POP
SMSA

Standard Error
Coefficient
T-Statistic
-3701555
883234
-3.2977
11.7107
186.384
15.9157
13829.77
5113.177
2.7047
R2 0.8095
F-Statistic 165.76

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

c
POP
SMSA

Standard Error
T-Statistic
Coefficient
-3701555
1849112
-2.0018
641.187
24.5172
26.1525
28510.77
1070.80
2.6633
F-Statistic 482.75
R2 0.9252
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Five Basic Variable Regressions
RETAIL

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM

Coefficient
-369481
0.0616
0.0261
0.1579
0.1267
-0.0114
R2 0.8542

Standard Error

T-Statistic

986754
-0.3744
0.0253
2.4327
0.0098
2.6581
0.0302
5.2139
0.0958
1.3225
0.0170
-0.6731
FF-Statistic 87.87

CONSUMER SERVICES

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM

Coefficient
Standard Error
-1183707
961042
-0.0054
0.0247
0.0257
0.0096
0.2021
0.0295
0.0094
0.0933
-0.0301
0.0165
R2 0.,8388
F-Statistic 78

T-Statistic
-1.2317
-0.2169
2.6873
6.8517
0.1011
-1.8226
.05

BUSINESS SERVICES

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM

Coefficient
Standard Error
T-Statistic
395183
1031839
0.3830
-0.0280
0.0265
-1.0576
0.0305
0.0103
2.9770
0.0891
0.0317
2.8144
-0.0351
0.1002
-0.3502
-0.0071
0.0177
-0.3995
R2 0..4533
F-Statistic 12.44
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

C
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM

Coefficient
Standard Error
T-Statistic
593367
-811549
-1.3677
0.0109
0.0152
0.7160
0.0067
0.0059
1.1340
0.0787
0.0182
4.3239
0.0576
0.0546
0.9472
0.0102
0.3375
0.0034
R2 0..7270
F-Statistic 39.95
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM

Coefficient
Standard Error
T-Statistic
1196397
829288
1.4427
0.0857
0.0213
4.0239
0.0152
0.0082
1.8383
0.0254
0.2875
11.2980
0.0805
-0.1255
-1.5592
-0.0109
0.0143
-0.7617
R2 0..9523
F--Statist ic 299.21
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Five Basic Variables and Two Central Place
Variables Regressions
RETAIL
Coefficient

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM
POP
SMSA

-3241449
0.0156
0.0044
-0.0586
0.1345
-0.0344
487.02
16641
R^ 0.9138

Standard Error

T-Statistic

1775405
-1.8258
0.0212
0.7321
0.0083
0.5303
0.0386
-1.5219
0.0782
1.7202
0.0157
-2.1915
68.63
7.0961
9481
1.7552
F-S
F-Statistic 110.53

CONSUMER SERVICES
Coefficient

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM
POP
SMSA

-2817666
-0.0654
-0.0009
-0.0551
-0.0080
-0.0664
576.41
9218.4
R2 0.9391

Standard Error

T-Statistic

1381948
-2.0389
0.0166
-3.9518
0.0064
-0.1371
0.0300
-1.8350
0.0609
-0.1319
0.0122
-5.4414
53.422
10.7898
7379.5
1.2492
F-S
F-Statistic 160.85

BUSINESS SERVICES
Coefficient

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM
POP
SMSA

1036692
-0.0963
0.0024
-0.1730
-0.0877
-0.0559
585.01
-4293.9
R2 0.7854

Standard Error
1512639
0.0181
0.0070
0.0329
0.0666
0.0134
58.474
8077.4

T-Statistic

0.6854
-5.3124
0.3470
-5.2645
-1.3157
-4.1796
10.0047
-0.5316
F-Statistic 38.17
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FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Coefficient

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM
POP
SMSA

-4205681
-0.0118
-0.0057
-0.0519
0.0844
-0.0019
295.48
19899
R2 0.8452

Standard Error
1045555
0.0125
0.0049
0.0227
0.0461
0.0092
40.418
5583.2

T-Statistic

-4.0224
-0.9413
-1.1623
-2.2844
1.8316
-0.2079
7.3105
3.5641
F-Statistic 56.93

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Coefficient

c
EXT
BAS
ATP
INV
COMM
POP
SMSA

743731
0.0595
0.0038
0.1785
-0.1366
-0.0275
244.11
2483.6
R2 0.9595

Standard Error
1786304
0.0214
0.0083
0.0388
0.0787
0.0158
69.053
9538.7

T-Statistic
0.4164
2.7775
0.4562
4.6007
-1.7354
-1.7413
3.5351
0.2604
F-Statistic 247.33

